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In this paper we deal with two classical problems of Potential Theory

arising in Hydrodynamics and in the Theory of Electricity, respectively.

They are the problems of virtual mass and polarization. In order to under-

stand the dual character of these problems, we shall proceed in a more gen-

eral way, studying certain formal and other interconnections of the Neumann

and Dirichlet problems. The chief definitions, problems, and results are formu-

lated in the somewhat extended introductory Chapter I.

This investigation was carried out under the sponsorship of the Office of

Naval Research to which a preliminary report on this subject was submitted

(April 17, 1948).

Chapter I. Definitions, problems, results

1.1. Virtual mass and polarization. Let us consider an infinite flow of con-

stant density moving in a direction given by the unit vector h. By immersing

a solid in this fluid, the uniform flow will be disturbed; the disturbance is

equivalent with superimposing on the original flow another. If we denote

the velocity potential of the superimposed flow by </>, its energy will be

given, apart from trivial factors, by the integral

(1) W =  f f f | grad <t> \2dr,       dr = dxdydz.

This integral is extended over the exterior of the solid.

Let us consider an infinite electric field whose direction is determined by

the unit vector h. By placing a conducting solid in this field the uniform field

will be disturbed; the disturbance is equivalent with superimposing on the

original field another one. If we denote the electric potential of the superim-

posed field by xp, its energy will be given, apart from trivial factors, by

(2) P = fff \gradxb\2dr.

This integral is extended again over the whole space exterior to the solid.

Both functions <p and 4* are harmonic and behave like a dipole at in-

finity. But the boundary conditions characterizing them are very different.

In the first case we have on the surface of the given solid

(3) - d<b/dv = hv
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VIRTUAL MASS AND POLARIZATION 131

where v is the unit vector in the direction of the exterior normal. In the

second case we have

(4) \b = h ■ r + const.

where r is the radius vector. (The additive constant must be chosen properly.)

The first problem is a special case of the so-called Neumann problem, the

second of the so-called Dirichlet problem.

As to the energies (1) and (2) they are easily verified to be quadratic forms

of the components of h:

(5) W-    2~2    Wikhihk,       P=    2Z    Pikhihk.
i,£=1,2,3 1,4=1,2,3

We call W the virtual mass or added mass in the Ä-direction and P the

polarization in this direction. The coefficients of these forms depend naturally

on the coordinate system used, however, not the invariants of the forms.

The simplest among them is the trace

(6) Wxx + Wn + Wu = 3Wn.

Recently Professor G. Pólya [14]C1) has called the invariant Wm the average

virtual mass and studied the analogous quantity in the case of a two-dimen-

sional flow. In a similar fashion we may introduce the average polarization

Pm defined by

(7) Pu + Pa + P33 = 3Pm.

The other invariants of the forms (5) may offer also some interest. They

are:

(8)
Wa    Wi3

w32 Wi3
+

Wn  W31

Wxz  Wxx
+

Wxx  Wx2

Wíx  Wa
Wik |ii=.l,2,3

and we have analogous invariants in the case of polarization.

Obviously Wm is the mean-value of W on the unit sphere hx, hi, h3; a

similar remark holds for Pm.

1.2. Problems. The principal purpose of the present investigation is to

find relations of the constants IFm, Pm depending only on the given solid,

to geometrical and other data of the solid. The same question arises concern-

ing the other invariants and even concerning the coefficients of the quadratic

forms 1.1 (5). The problem is somewhat similar to that pursued by Pro-

fessors Pólya and Szegö during the past three years or so concerning the

electrostatic capacity and other related quantities [15, 16, 18]. A desir-

able aim of this investigation might be to establish results for the virtual

mass and polarization analogous to certain results obtained for the capacity.

(') Numbers in brackets refer to the bibliography at the end of the paper.
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We mention in particular two such results. The capacity of an arbitrary

solid is never less than the capacity (that is, the radius) of that sphere which

has the same volume as the given solid. On the other hand, the capacity of a

convex solid is never greater than the radius of that sphere whose so-called

Minkowski constant is the same as that of the given solid. The first result

was stated by Poincaré [13, pp. 17-22] and proved completely by Faber and

Szegö. The second result was found by Szegö in 1930. (Cf. [18].)

In the case of the virtual mass and polarization we are still far from

such complete results. But we have found at least inequalities for the quanti-

ties in question which become equations in the case of a sphere.

The study of these quantities is greatly facilitated by introducing the

expansions of the potentials <p and xp at infinity where they behave like a

dipole, as observed before. The strength-components of these dipoles in the

direction h can be represented in terms of the leading coefficients (those of

r~2) of these potentials; they are certain quadratic forms in hit say,

(1) D =    2~2    dikhihk,        E =     2~2   ■ Bikhihk.
«,4=1,2,3 i,*=l,2,3

We call them the dipole forms associated with the virtual mass and polariza-

tion, respectively. By using Green's formula it is easy to establish the ele-

gant relations the first of which was proved by G. I. Taylor [20]:

(2) W = 4irD-V,       P = 4x£ - V

where V is the volume of the solid. The quantity D has a simple meaning;

it is proportional to the sum of the virtual mass of the solid and the mass of

the displaced fluid. We have found that the quantities D and E show a more

regular behavior than the forms IF and P.

The simplest special case is of course that of a sphere. If the radius is a

we have

az h-r a3     i        i        i        a3
(3) 4 =-,        D = — (hx+ hi+ h3) = —,

2    r3 2 2

3-fl ■ T 32 2 2 3

(4) xp = a -> E = a (hx+ hi+ h3) = a ,
r3

Both the virtual mass and polarization have the dimension of a volume.

A list of the most important known cases follows below (1.12-1.14). The

list for the virtual mass is rather limited. As to the problem of polarization, it

offers much less difficulties. Although we found very few explicit results in

this respect, we observed a rather simple relationship of the problem of the

polarization to a widely studied problem, namely to that of the influenced

electricity (1.5 (14)). The latter problem has been treated in numerous special

cases and from these results the corresponding constants of the polarization

can be derived. We prefer however to establish these formulas by direct calcu-

2ira3       V
W = --= — >

3 2

8xa3
P =-= 2F.

3
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lation using appropriate curvilinear coordinates, the same which are used

customarily in the capacity problem [18]. Such special cases are enumerated

in 1.12-1.14 and discussed in Chapter V.

In order to point out the symmetry and the generality of our methods

and results we do not restrict ourselves to the study of the special functions </>

and xp. Instead we shall consider the general Neumann and Green functions

from a formal point of view. This study is based on the Dirichlet integral and

on certain orthogonal systems and kernel functions.

1.3. Notation. Before we start with the discussion of our results, it is

advisable to include a few remarks on the notation used in this paper.

In what follows we shall denote the variable point by p, its cartesian co-

ordinates by xx, Xi, x3. In particular cases we may change these symbols into

x, y, z. The velocity potential </> associated with the unit vector h will be

denoted in particular by <px, 4>2, <p3 provided h points in the special directions

xi, x2, x3, respectively.

We have then for the velocity potential </> in any direction h:

(1) 4> = hx<j>x + hi(pi + hz4>3.

Forming 1.1 (1) we obtain the first formula in 1.1 (5) using the symbols

(2) Wik =   I   j  I  grad 0,-grad fadr = —  J   I  <p{-da = —   I   I d>k — da.

Obviously Wik = Wki. The expansion of the harmonic function <£,- at infinity

has the form

(3) 4>i = r~3(dixXx + di2x2 + di3x3) + - • • .

Here again dik=dki (2.7 (11)). We find for the leading term of <f>:

3

(4) ir3 2 hi(diixx + di2x2 + di3x3).
i=X

As we said before the function <p corresponding to the direction h behaves

at r = oo as a dipole whose strength-component in the direction h is given

by the quadratic form D [1.2 (1)].

The corresponding quantities for the problem of polarization are denoted

by 41, ipx, ̂ 2, ^3 so that

P,k =  I  I  I  grad xpi-grad xpkdr = — J  I  ^<-da

(5) Ö"

$k-da,      Pik = Pki--)7
dv

Moreover
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(6) fa = r~3(eixxx + eaXi + ei3x3) + ■ ■ ■ , eik = eu,

and the electric potential xp in any direction h will be

(7) xp = htPx + hipi + h3x]r3.

The strength-component of the dipole which characterizes xp at r = ' » in the

h-direction will be represented by the quadratic form £ of 1.2 (1).

In some cases we use the vector functions

(8) <b = ¿101 + ii<f>2 + i3<f>3,        xp = ii^i + i2\p2 + i3xpi

where it, h, it are the unit vectors in the directions of the axes.

Adding to the given velocity potentials those of the uniform flow and

field, respectively, we obtain

(9) ^ = hr + <p,       y = h-r-xp

so that the following boundary conditions hold:

(10) — = 0,        ¥ = const.
Sv

The special cases of $ and ^ corresponding to the «.-direction are denoted

by $,• and ^.-.

1.4. Classes of harmonic functions and their metric. Let b be a smooth

closed surface which bounds the infinite domain B. In what follows we deal

with four classes (spaces) of functions harmonic in B :

(a) Class H consists of all functions h(p) harmonic in B and having at

infinity an expansion of the form

(1) h(p) = ar-1 + r~3Í2 »»* + 0(r~s).
i-X

We call a the strength of source or charge of h(p) at infinity.

(b) Class ifo is that part of H for which a = 0.

(c) Class A consists of all functions l(p) harmonic in B and having at

infinity an expansion of the form

(2) l(p) = ¿ X.-x.- + ar-1 + r~3 ¿ aiXi + 0(r~3).
i-X i-X

Obviously H is a part of A.

(d) Class Ao is that part of A for which a = 0.

The main instrument of the following study is Dirichlet's integral

D(\, ß) which we defined by the surface integral

(3, ^ ^ - - t//.(* S + 'S)*
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The normal v is directed into the domain B. Clearly, if \(EII, ¿¿Gif, this

definition is equivalent with the following ones:

noy c r   d\X — da = -   I   I   ß — da
b    dv J J b     dv

(4)

"///.
grad X ■ grad ßdr,        dr = dxxdxidx3.

We recognize that (3) has a meaning for the class A whereas the volume in-

tegral in (4) does not. Moreover (3) retains a meaning also in cases when X

and ß have certain singularities in B (outside of b).

Such singularities arise if we consider "source functions" of the form

(5) h(p) + cr~\        l(p) + cr-1

where r is the distance of the variable point p from a fixed point in B (outside

of b). For such functions (3) still has a meaning.

We interpret DÇK, ß) as the scalar product in a function space, DÇK, X)

= D(\) as the norm of X. This establishes a metric in this space. We observe

that the only function A Gif with zero norm is the constant zero.

1.5. Identities and inequalities for Dirichlet integrals. The electric poten-

tial xp of the polarization and the velocity potential <p of the virtual mass are

special functions of class ifo. In this paper we deal with the following harmonic

functions associated with a domain B by special boundary conditions. They

are enumerated in dual pairs (p and q are in B).

(a) Green's function

(1) G(p, q) = —- - g(p, q),       G = 0 on b, g G H (q fixed),
4irr(p, q)

and Neumann's function

1 3N
(2) N(p, q) = —r-- + n(p, q),        —- = 0 on b, n G E (q fixed).

4irr(p, q) dv

(b) The conductor potential u(p)Ç.H for which w = l on b. We call the

charge

1   r r du
(3) C =-I I — a?

4tJ Jbdv

the capacity of b.

The function v(p) Gif for which dv/dv = — 1 on b. The constant

(4) r = 4* jj vda
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related to it is called the stream constant of b.

(c) The functions

3

(5) -$i(p) =  X, - xpi(p) =  Xi - r~32~2 eikXk + ■ ■ ■ ,       i = 1, 2, 3,
k=X

with constant boundary values «,-, and the functions

3

(6) 3>i(p) = Xi + <tn(p) = Xi + r~32Z dikXk + ■ ■ • ,       i = 1,2,3,
k=X

with vanishing normal derivatives on the boundary [cf. 1.3 (9), (10)]. Obvi-

ously ^.GAo, «Ê.-GAo.
We shall consider various Dirichlet products between these functions.

The following typical result is (p is always the letter of integration)

(7) D{g(p, q), g(p, s)} = g(q, s) - I(q, s)

where

(8)
" 16t2J J   r(p,s)   dv\_r(p,q)\

16x2J J   r(p, q)   dv[_r(p,s)A

is a "geometric quantity." It is important for the following to make a distinc-

tion between potential theoretic quantities which can be determined only by

solving a boundary value problem for harmonic functions, and geometric

quantities which may be determined by simple integrations of elementary

functions over the surface of the domain considered. We shall always con-

sider the latter quantities as elementary and known.

Similarly, we find

(9) D{n(p, q), n(p, s)} = n(q, s) - I(q, s)

and

(10) D{n(j>, q), g(p, s)} = I(q,s).

Thus the product of the two functions g and n connected with the Neu-

mann and Green functions yields a geometric quantity.

More generally, the product of a function X with prescribed boundary

values and a function ß with prescribed normal derivatives is particularly

simple. This is to be expected in view of 1.4 (3).

From (7), (9), and (10) we conclude the interesting inequalities:

(11) 2~2 g(li, ak)Uh = J2 I(°i, <lk)ktk,
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(12) X) n(li, Ok)ktk i= 2~2 I(li, 1h)titk;      i, k = 1, 2, • • • , m,

for arbitrarily chosen points g¿ in B and arbitrary real numbers ¿,-. Further,

with arbitrary real /¿ and //,

4[E (*(?<. ?*) - *(?*. ?*))«*][£ («(** **) - *(** «OWtf-J
(13) r^

^ [E ¿X&> **&*¿ ]2: ». * = 1. 2, ■ ■ ■ , m.

If we expand Green's function as a function of p (for fixed q) into a series

about infinity, we obtain

1 - «(g) »     1
(14) G(p, q) = +r»£- ttift) - **(f»* + 0(0

4xr ¿_i 47T

where r is the distance from a fixed point, say, from the origin, and Sí',-, a,, u

have the same meaning as above. Similarly

(15) N(p, q) = -j- + — ¿ $<(ç)^ + 0(^3)-
4îrf      47rr3 ,_i

This relates the functions SI',- and $< in which we are interested in the first

line to Green's and Neumann's functions and shows that the knowledge of

the latter implies already the knowledge of the first pair of functions. In

particular the solution for the electrostatic problem of a conductor and a

single charge point contains implicitly the solution for the polarization

problem.

Finally we note the identities

(16) D(Pi, xpk) = 4ireik - Vôik,

(17) D(4>i, <bk) = 4irdik - VSik,

(18) D(4>i, xph) = Vôik

from which the identities 1.2 (2) and the inequality

(19) PW ^ V2

can be concluded.

Numerous other inequalities are derived from the positive definite char-

acter of D(\). For instance

(20) CT è S2

where C and T are defined by (3) and (4) and 5 is the surface area of b.

1.6. Orthogonal systems and kernel functions. The study of Dirichlet

integrals can be combined with the idea of orthogonal systems and kernel

functions.

(a) Let h(p) be a harmonic function of class H; then the identities
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(1) D{G(p, q), h(p)}  = - 2~1h(q);        D{N(p, q), h(p)}  = 2^h(q)

are valid. Thus if we define the function

(2) k(p, q) = N(p, q) - G(p, q)

we have the identity

(3) D{k(p, q), h(p)}  = h(q).

The function k(p, q) is harmonic in B since the poles of Green's and Neu-

mann's functions cancel. It has the remarkable property that its Dirichlet

product with every harmonic function reproduces the latter. This shows again

that the simultaneous consideration of Dirichlet's and Neumann's problems

leads to particularly symmetric and simple formulas. The analogue of

k(p, q) was considered in the case of more general partial differential equa-

tions of elliptic type by Bergman-Schiffer [3] and called the kernel function.

Let us introduce in the space if an orthogonal system of "coordinates" by

the selection of a complete orthonormal set of harmonic functions {h,(p)} ;

that is, we require

(4) D(h„ K) = 8F„

and every function h^H has an expansion

(5) h(p) = 2~2 ayhy(P),       «» = D(h, h,).
y-X

It can be shown that this expansion converges in each closed subdomain of

B. In particular, if we expand the kernel function into a series (5), we find in

view of (3)

(6) k(p, q) = J2 h,(p)h(q).
y—X

This is a simple representation for the kernel function and permits its con-

struction in terms of a complete orthonormal system.

A particularly useful consequence of (6) is the inequality

m

(7) k(p, p)^2~2 [hy(P)Y
y=X

where m is arbitrary. We have here a procedure for obtaining an estimate for

k(p, p) which can successively be improved. Now we shall use as the first

function of an orthonormal set the conductor potential (4irC)~ll2u(p) which is

normalized. Then one obtains

(8) HP, P) = 1±~ + 12 [hy(P)Y
4irC ,=2
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where all h,(p) vanish at infinity at least as r~2. Thus, we have

(9) - = lim {r2k(p, p)}
4tt       p—»»

and based on this formula and (7) good lower estimates for the capacity

may be obtained. (Cf. Polya-Szegö [16].)

(b) Very similar considerations are possible in the case of the space A0.

We form the functions

(10) zi(p) = 2-i[#,(#) + *i(p)],   Wi(p) = 2-1[4>j(¿) - ¥,(#)],    i = 1, 2, 3.

Clearly z.GAo, WjGifo since the singularities at infinity cancel by sub-

traction. If A'Gifo, we have

(11) D(zi, h°) = 0,       D(wí, h°) = 2-Kßi

where a,- has the same meaning for h" as in 1.4 (1).

We may introduce an orthonormal system for the space ifo and con-

struct its kernel function k°(p, g). In particular, we might start with the three

functions wt(p) and obtain from them by orthonormalization certain func-

tions iOi(p). If we complete this set by addition of further functions hi to a

complete orthonormal set in H0, we know from the second equation (11) that

the A° vanish at infinity at least as r~3. Thus, the kernel function

(12) k\p, q) = 2Z «<(*)«<(?) + ¿ hy(p)hy(q)
i-X r—X

has near infinity the first right-hand sum as leading term and this permits us

to compute o)i(p) by sending q—>°o. In a similar fashion the functions Zi(p)

may be obtained from the kernel function with respect to the whole class A0.

Estimates and approximation procedures for the electric and velocity

potentials can be based on these relations. For example, we have the in-

equality

(13) T    2Z    (da + eik)\i\k = - D(l)
i,k-1,2,3

for every function / GA0,

The method of orthogonal systems and their kernel functions can im-

mediately be extended to other classes of harmonic functions which have at

fixed points prescribed types of singularities. The treatment of the class Ao

is important for us because of its connection with the problem of virtual mass

and polarization. One recognizes from this treatment the interrelation be-

tween the Dirichlet and Neumann problems.

1.7. Inequalities for the virtual mass. Returning to our aim formulated

in 1.2 we want to prove inequalities connecting the virtual mass and the
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volume (or other physical or geometrical quantities). This problem fits into

the general pattern of the investigation carried out in the paper [16] of Polya-

Szegö. Hence it is only natural to attempt to apply similar methods as those

employed in that investigation.

In the study of the capacity the main instrument is a systematic use of

the principles of Dirichlet and Thomson. They furnish upper and lower

bounds for the capacity, respectively. In an analogous fashion upper and

lower bounds can be established for the virtual mass. This is possible even

for the general Neumann problem as it was pointed out recently by Diaz and

Weinstein [4]. In the particular case of the virtual mass we obtain, following

the notation of 1.1,

(fffh-vda)2

- fff\gradf\2dr

where / is a completely arbitrary function defined in B ; the surface integral

is extended over b, the volume integral over B.

There is little likelihood for obtaining satisfactory results for the virtual

mass in an arbitrary direction h using merely the knowledge of the volume

V. However Professor Pólya suggested recently [14] the inequality

(2) Wm~J

for the average virtual mass, an inequality which corresponds to the theorem

of Poincaré mentioned in §1.2 and means the following: Among all solids of

given volume the sphere has the least average virtual mass. We are not able

to prove this but we prove various inequalities of a similar kind by using the

inequality (1).

How is the function /in (1) chosen? As in the capacity problem we realize

first that in certain special cases, in this case for ellipsoids, the velocity poten-

tial will have the special form (p=h-rg(a) provided the h-direction is one of

the principal directions of the ellipsoid; here g(a) is a function constant on

each ellipsoid confocal with the original one which is characterized by a=ao-

In order to obtain a lower bound for the virtual mass in any h-direction we

may apply (1) as follows. We choose a certain family of surfaces in B to

which the boundary surface b of the solid belongs. (For instance, assuming

the star-shaped character of b with respect to an interior point we might

choose surfaces similar with respect to this point.) Then we take f = h ■ rg(a)

where g(ct) is constant on the surfaces chosen ; now we determine the function

g(a) so that the right-hand expression in (1) should become a maximum.

We quote two inequalities based on this method. In both cases we assume

that b is star-shaped with respect to an interior point po-

(a) Let r be the radius vector issued from po and leading to the surface b,

dco the surface element of the unit sphere at a point where the normal is
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parallel to the normal of b. Then, writing Wm = 2ir(Wm)z/3 we have

(3) Wm ̂ (— f f r'da J  ' for p á - 3.

The meaning of IF» is obvious: It is the radius of the sphere whose

average virtual mass is the same as that of the given solid. The mean-value

on the right-hand side is known to be an increasing function of p. For p = 3

it coincides with the radius F of a sphere whose volume is equal to that of

the given solid. Hence (3) is still far from the conjectured inequality

(4) W'*.(sff •*)"
Nevertheless (3) will be an equation in the case of a sphere,

(b) A more complicated inequality is the following:

(5) Wm = y (i + 777 JJV3'2)^)-1;

hereV(u) is Beltrami's operator; it represents the square of the gradient of

u on the unit sphere(2).

We may expect for the average polarization Pm the inequality

(6) Pm è 2F.

This, as the corresponding inequality for Wm, can easily be verified for ellips-

oids (5.1).

1.8. Another inequality. Another useful inequality, which establishes a

relationship between virtual mass W and polarization P, has been pointed out

in 1.5 (19). It shows that the two quantities P and IF cannot be small,

compared with F, at the same time.

This is an indication for the correctness of the inequalities 1.7 (2), 1.7 (6).

From this inequality we conclude a similar inequality for the average polariza-

tion and average virtual mass:

(1) PmWm ^ V2.

Inequality 1.5 (19) becomes an equation in the case of an ellipsoid provided

the vector h points in the direction of one of the principal axes.

By means of 1.5 (19) we are able to find lower bounds for the virtual mass

in all the cases in which the polarization is known, for instance in the special

cases to be dealt with in Chapter V.

As a further illustration of that inequality we mention the special case of

two spheres tangent to each other, h being the unit vector in the direction of

the central line. In this case (cf. Shiffman-Spencer [17, p. 282])

(2) Cf. W. Blaschke, Vorlesungen über Differentialgeometrie, vol. I, 1921, p. 113.
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W = (3TÏ(3)-^\A3

where A is the radius of the spheres, and according to 1.13 (14)

H-?;4)A*

so that the quantity(3) (PW/V2)1'« is 1.14.

1.9. Monotony. We know that the capacity is an increasing set-function.

Is the virtual mass or the polarization a function of the same kind? This

question must be answered in the negative sense for the virtual mass in gen-

eral as it was pointed out by G I. Taylor [20]. We prove however that the

answer is affirmative for the dipole forms D and E introduced in 1.2 (1).

A simple consequence of the last result is the following estimations for

the virtual mass and polarization:

3F'/2 -FSJFÏ 3F"/2 - F,
(1)

3V -V Ú P S 3V" - V

where F is the volume of the solid; V denotes the volume of the largest

sphere contained in the given solid, and V" the volume of the smallest sphere

containing the solid. For the special case of a sphere these inequalities be-

come equations.

1.10. Variational methods. The monotony of the dipole forms D and E

is a partial answer to a general problem in potential theory. Given a solid

with boundary surface b, we may consider various potential theoretic quanti-

ties, like Green's function, Neumann's function, capacity, stream constant,

polarization, and virtual mass, as functionals of b and ask for their variation

with b. The method of the Dirichlet integral leads to considerable informa-

tion in this direction. It permits a unified treatment of the above mentioned

quantities. We investigate in Chapter IV the variation of these expressions

(except the stream constant) and obtain results of the following type.

(a) Let b' be a surface containing b. Let 2 be the domain between the

two surfaces. If G(p, q) denotes Green's function for the exterior of b and

G'(p, q) for the exterior of b', we have the identity:

- G'(q, s) = - G(q, s) + I  í j   gradG(p, q)-gradG(p, s)dr

+ D'{G'(p, q) - G(p, q), G'(p, s) - G(p, s)\.

Here D' denotes the Dirichlet integral taken with respect to the exterior of

(3) Comparing the quantities P, W, and V \t seems reasonable to "linearize" the quantity

in question, by taking the 6th root.
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b'. Exactly the same formula determines the change of Neumann's function

N(p, q) of b.
(b) Two different types of applications follow from the formula (1). We

consider the quadratic forms

m m

(2) Q = 2~2 i(í<, Ok)ktk,        A = Yj n(qu qk)Utk
i,k-X i,k=l

and obtain from (1) and the corresponding formula for Neumann's function

the result (the meaning of Q', A ' is obvious) :

Q'-Q- fff | grad¿ t,G(p, qi)
(3)

dr

(4)

= D'{Î2 U(G'(p, qd - G(p, ?.-))| â 0,

A' -A- J J J     grad £ hN(p, q¡)    dr

= Z)'| ¿ ti(N'(p, qi) - N(p, ?.-))! = 0.

Using now certain identities between Dirichlet integrals, we may combine

(3) and (4) into the single inequality

[<?' - Q - fjjs | grade &<J, ?.) | <*']

(5) • Li' - A - Jjj I grad ¿ *,*#(*, ?i) I drl

- I J J J grad ^t,G{p'?<) 'grad Ëtm(p' qi)dT\

which links the increments of the two different quadratic forms.

A similar reasoning applied to the dipole forms of the polarization and

virtual mass leads to the analogous result:

2~2 («ne — eik)hihk-|  j  I     grad^ *<**   dr
\-i,k~i 4irJjJs\        ,-=i |     J

(6) • F ¿ (d'ik - dik)hi*hk* -—({( \ grad¿ hf *< I VI
Li,i=i 4tJJJx\        i=i J

- \_fff grad^ A<SEvgrad ¿ Ä'*$^T] •

It can easily be seen that inequality 1.5 (19) may be obtained from (6) as
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the limiting case if for fixed b' the surface b contracts to a point.

Another application of (1) is based on the following remark. If the two

surfaces b and b' are very near to each other, say in an e-neighborhood, the

last Dirichlet integral is of order e2, while the preceding integral is of order e

only. Hence, formulas of the type (1) are useful for a successive approxima-

tion procedure for G' in terms of G. We obtain, in particular, as first order

approximation Hadamard's famous variational formula (cf. [5, pp. 303-312]) :

(7) *(,,„-- fi 2&È *2Mw,+w.
J J b ov ov

There is no difficulty in continuing this procedure to higher orders of ap-

proximation in e.

In the same way, we obtain the variational formulas for the dipole forms:

(8) ÔE = — f f |~— ¿ fo*,l Svda + 0(e2),
4irJJb Ldv ,=i J

(9) ÔD = — f f f— ¿ A,*,"] ôvda + 0(e2).
4irJJb \_dv i=i J

Similar variational formulas can be obtained for the potentials xp and <j> and,

if necessary, a higher degree of approximation might also be obtained.

The importance of such variation formulas for the general theory is obvi-

ous; they are particularly useful for discovering and checking identities and

inequalities. They may serve also to characterize the extremal domain for

which a certain quantity of potential theory attains its maximum or mini-

mum.

All variation formulas show a high symmetry and their derivation fol-

lows in all cases considered the same pattern of reasoning. It is remarkable

that they are all derived from simple formal identities between Dirichlet

integrals.

1.11. Nearly spherical domains. Let us consider a variation of the unit

sphere. For this case the second variation of the virtual mass has been com-

puted by Szegö [19]. Concerning variational formulas of this kind for other

geometrical and physical quantities cf. Polya-Szegö [16, Chapter VI]. It is

instructive to compute the second variation of the polarization and compare

the result with the other related results.

We assume that the varied surface has the form

(1) r = (1 + f(6, <t>))t = (1 + *f(d, <l>))t

where r = | r\ -tis the radius vector, 8 and <p polar coordinates, f(6, <p) a fixed

function defined on the unit sphere, and e—>0.

Let
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00

(2) f(e, <t>) = Xo + Xx + ■ • ■ + Xn + ■ • •= J2 xn(e, <t>)
n=0

be the Laplace series oíf(9, <p) where the coefficients of the surface harmonic

Xn(d, <p) of degree n are of the first order in e. According to [19] we have for

the average virtual mass Wm of the varied surface (4) :

wm    i v^ * r f _■,".'■?» 3(« ~ V(2n - !)
= —- + Xo +. ¿- ffxid»+i:

2x        3 Zo4irJJ 7T2 2(2«+1)

rJfxld"
where du is the surface element of the unit sphere. We prove in 4.6

^=^+xo+±^cCx:d.+ ±M2n-1)
8ir       3 S 4x J J nZt   2(2n + 1)

(4)

4xJ J
2

Xndo3.
4x."

It is convenient to compare the radii of the spheres whose average virtual

mass, average polarization, capacity, and volume is the same as that of the

given solid, respectively. We denote these radii by IFm[cf. 1.7 (a)], Pm, C,

and V. We have then the following remarkable formulas:

"    î   f t    i "   3n(2n - 1)   1   r C    2
(5) pm = i + Xo + J2 — \    xï<k + E „,„   ,   ' —      x»dw'

tut 4tt J J £5   2(2n + 1)   4irJ J

_ «   1 c c   2       " 3(« - i)(2« - 1) 1 r r 2
(6) Wm = 1 + Xo + J2 — I      Xndo, + J2 -„,„    ;   ,,-—        Xndu,

Z[ 4tJ J 7T2 2(2w + 1) 4irJ J

(7) c=1+Xo+¿ — r r XU*+¿ ^- r r xîd«,
„_i 4x J J n=2    4x   J J

(8) F = 1 + Xo + ¿ — f f -S&u.
„=1 4irJJ

They suggest the inequalities

(9) (9C - 4F)/5 âP.èf.ê (9C + F)/10 ^ F,        Pm ̂  C

and show that the inequality Wm^C is wrong in general.

1.12. Virtual mass in special cases. Two general methods have been used

in order to calculate the virtual mass in special instances. The one is the

geometrical method of images, adapted to the hydrodynamical problem(6),

(4) In all the subsequent formulas terms of higher than second order in c have been neg-

lected.

(6) This idea is due to Stokes (cf. Hicks [9, II, p. SO]).
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the other is the use of proper curvilinear coordinates and expansions in terms

of corresponding characteristic functions.

(a) Ellipsoid (Green, Stokes, Dirichlet, Clebsch; cf. Lamb [10, pp. 124,

153, 155]). We have in this case

(1)      *'-2"/."(7T7F'    i,!-(1 + í')(1 + í)(1 + ^)

where at, a2, a3 denote the semiaxes, and

2 2 2

Xi x2 x3

(2) —2-+-+ -,-= 1.
ax + p      a2 + p      a3 + p

(3) Pi
Jo    (o

Introducing the constants

ds

(a +s)H

we have

it .=i 4 — pi i-i 4 — pi

It is easy to prove the following inequality for the average virtual mass

F   »       pi V
(5) Wm = — 2Z —— ^ — •

3 tí i-pi       2

(b)  Anchor ring, in the direction of the axis (Hicks [8, p. 648]). Using

the notation of Szegö [18, p. 344], we have

4a3 •
(6) d33 = dz=-2Z'(n2 + y) xn

IT    n—a

where

(7) Xn =
Ç)n_i/2(ch i)o)Q„_l/2(ch l)o) ( " Xn      \        „  "        W2 Xn
—- ;       y ( xo - 2 J2 -) = 2 J2 -
PU/2(ch ,„) '        'V «tí 4n2 - l)        „tí 4n2 - 1

The symbol 2' indicates that the term » = 0 has to be multiplied by 1/2.

From the representations [18, p. 344, (2)] we conclude that x0 is positive

and xi, x2, • • • are negative. Hence y is also negative. Formula (6) is a

simplified form of the result of Hicks.

(c) Two spheres, in the direction of the central line (Hicks [7], C. Neu-

mann [12], Herman [6], Basset [2]). We give the result only in the case of

two equal spheres; using dipolar coordinates (cf. Szegö [18, p. 346]) we have

for the spheres 77= ±ß, ß>0,
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(8) dxx=dx = a32ZjT~-
n=x  (sh Wj3)3

For the flow perpendicular to the direction of the central line, only approxi-

mate results have been obtained (cf. Lamb [10, pp. 133-134] and Hicks [7]).

(d) Lens, in the direction of the axis (Shiffman-Spencer [17], special cases

by Basset [l] and Herman [6]). The notation being that of 1.13 (e) we have

a* ira
d33 = dt = — sin

(9)
2 a + ß

If (a + ß)t (       ( tu   \ / ira   Y)
- I   ese3-ese f<csc 11 A-I — ese N-]>dt;
2iriJ ir l       \        a + ß/ \       a + ß/j

the line of integration is a vertical line Re {/} = — e, 0<(a+ß)e<min (ira, irß).

Various interesting special cases have been pointed out by Shiffman-

Spencer. We mention two cases which have not been mentioned explicitly by

these authors. These are the spherical bowl and two spheres tangent to each

other.

The case of the bowl was discussed by Basset [l], not only for the direc-

tion of the axis but also in the perpendicular direction. We have in this case

a3 (2       T - a + 2"1 sin 2a)

(10) ¿* = 7Í7 +-H-   •
2ir \3 sind a )

For a = ir we obtain the well known case of the disc: dz = 2a3/3ir.

In the case of the two tangent spheres, if the radii are r, r', we have

<»>    * - tGt?)>G&)+x"(tt?) - 2X"(1)}
where

T'(s)     r'(l)       " /    1 1    \
(12) \(s) =-—+ —= Z(-V

T(s)       r(l)      nZxKn + s     n+lj

In the case r=r' mentioned by Shiffman-Spencer,

"   (-1)"-1      3

(13) ¿.-.^i-f-.-HfO).
n=i       n3 4

1.13. Polarization in special cases. The list of known cases given below

is far from being complete. These results can be obtained either from Green's

functions (1.5 (14)) or by the use of images or of curvilinear coordinates.

We shall use in Chapter V the latter method in deriving the majority of the

formulas. The notation of the curvilinear coordinates and the corresponding

characteristic functions is the same used by Szegö [18] except in the case of
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the lens (cf. (e)).

Following the analogous problem of the electrostatic equilibrium we deal

with the polarization in these classical cases:

(a) Ellipsoid.

(b) Anchor ring.

(c) Spindle.

(d) Two spheres.

(e) Lens.

Concerning further special cases, cf. Lichtenstein [il, No. 31, pp. 287-291].

(a) Ellipsoid. Using the same notation as in 1.12 (a) we have

2xí /*°° ds

(1) **-T'\    7^X77pi J p     (ai + s)H

so that

(2) E-L±l       P_K¿l^i¿
T   i-X   Pi <=1 pi

It is interesting to compare these formulas with the corresponding formulas

for the virtual mass. It is easy to verify the following inequality for the

average polarization:

V   3   4- pi
(3) Pm = -J2 —r- ^ 2V.j <=i      pi

Inequality 1.5 (19) can also be verified.

(b) Anchor ring. Using peripolar coordinates r\, 6, <p we have for the torus

r\=r\o(r)o'>0) in the direction of the axis (z-direction) the following electric

potential :

4a *     Qn_i/2(ch r?0)
(4) ^3 = f, = — (2 ch v - 2 cos 0)1'2 22 »-—~- Pn-i/2(ch v) sin nd,

it „=i    Pn_i/2(ch r;o)

and for the polarization in the same direction:

16«3 A   ■ Q_i/i(ch ijo)
(5) e33 = ez =-2^ n2--——- •

V      n=X        Pn-X/2(ch T¡o)

In the direction of the x-axis we have

4a
^x = ipx =-(2 ch 77 — 2 cos Ö)1'2 sh r¡ cos <f>

IT

(6)

■    QLx/i(ch r,p)     .
' 2J — —-Pn-x/i(ch r¡) cos nd

n=o Pn-xii(cn -no)



8ft3    •      / 1 \  Ön-l/2(ch 7,0
en = e22 = ex = ev =-¿/I «* - — J—-——

7T    n=0   \ 4 / P¿_1/2(ch 7)0
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and

1 \ Qn-xn(ch TJo)

J)
8a3   "    / 1 \

=-2Z'(n2--)Xn
T    n=0   \ 4/

where X„ has the same meaning as in 1.12 (b) ; the symbol 2' used also in the

same sense as there. Compare ex=ey with 2dz where dz is defined by 1.12 (6).

It is also interesting to compare the previous formulas with the expressions

of the conductor potential and of the electrostatic capacity (Szegö [18, p.

344]):

2 "  Q„_i/2(ch 7,o)
u = — (2 ch t, - 2 cos ey22Z'-——- Pn-i/2(ch 7)) cos nd,

x „=o P„-i/2(ch TJo)
( ö)

4a A7 Qn-i/2(ch 7)q)

7T   „=0   Pn-l/2(ch 770)

(c) Spindle. If we use dipolar coordinates 77, 0, <p the spindle is character-

ized by the condition 0 =do, 0 <6o <ir. In the direction of the axis which is the

^-direction, the following representation of the electric potential and of the

polarization holds:

... , ..   , .        ..... f00   Lq(cos e0)Lq(- cos 9)   q sin qi,
(9) xpx = a(2 ch 77 — 2 cos 0)1/2 I-dq,

J_M Lq( — cos 0O) ch Ç7T

/•<*      i3(cos 0O) q2
(10) ex = 4a3 —---:— dq.

J_M  Lq(— cos do)  ch ox

In the direction of the y-axis we have

xpy = a(2 ch 77 — 2 cos 0)1/2 sin 8 cos <?>

(11) rK Lq(cosdo)Lq(— cosd)   cos qri'J_M    Z7(

i3' (cos 0O)      q2 + 1/4

dç,
Lq ( — cos 0o) ch qir

h 1/4
(12) e„ = ez = 2a3 ——-—--dq.

J _,  Lq(— cos 0O)       ch Ç7T

For the sake of comparison we quote the formulas for the conductor potential

and the electrostatic capacity (Szegö [18, p. 345]):

n*\ 1 fy  %. o       Aim f°°  A(cos0o)i5(-cos0)   C0SÇ7?
(13) m = — (2 ch 7; — 2 cos 0)1'2 I ; —-dq,

(13')        C = a f

Lq(— cos 0O) ch qir

Lq(cos 60)        dq

Lq(— cos 0o)   ch qir
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(d) Two spheres. Using dipolar coordinates the two spheres are char-

acterized by the conditions tj= a <0 and tj=/3>0. In the direction of the

central line (ar-direction) we have for the electric potential

A (       ch Na-eN("-f» - ch Nß-eN^-^
*.- (2ch7j-2cos0)1/22:^4aiV-

-   I oNo   _   a—No(14) "V C r

shNa-eN<-^-^ - shNß-eN^*A
- 2* ■-77777-} ^cos 0)

and for the polarization

A        ch Na■ e'N» + c\xNß-eNa
í, = 16a3 y~2 N2-■

(15) "=° 6        €
A        sh Na-e-w + shNß-eNa

- 8a2pY,N-
„.„ eNS - e'NS

where the constant p has to be determined by the condition that the sum in

(14) vanishes for tj=0 = O. Here A7 = » + l/2, o=ß-a.

By a simple transformation we obtain

00

«x = a3Z [f(mo + ß)+ f(mÔ - a) + 2f(mS + 5)]
m=0

A Í2 («(«« + ß) - g(mô-a))]
L m=0 J

00

2~2 [h(mô + ß) + h(m8 - a) - 2h(mh + h)\
ffinfl

1 + ch2 x ch x 1
/(*) =-= h"(x)'    S(x) = -rj- = - *'(*),    *(*) =

(16)

sh3 x sh2 x sh x

In the y-direction we have for the electric potential

A sh Nß-eN'<*-»> - sh Na-e"^"
xP, = (2 chr,-2 cos dyi2Aa2Z - -

(17) „_o e*6 - e~m

■ sin BPn (cos 0) cos <f>,

and for the polarization in the y- and z-directions :

1 \ ch N(a + ß) - e~NiA/ l V
= ez = 4a32Z\N2-)-

»-0 \ 4 / shNh
(18)

= a32Z [sh-3 (mô + ß) + sh-3 (mi - a) - 2 sh"3 (mS + 8)].
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In case of equal spheres we have a = —ß, and

151

(19) ex = 2a3J2f(nß),       ey = ez = 2a3 ¿
(-1)"-1

(sh nß)3

It is interesting to note that (cf. 1.12 (8)):

(e) Lens. In this case it seems advisable to change the notation used in

Szegö [18, p. 347]. The following table compares the symbols used by various

authors :

Szegö [18]

Shiffman-Spencer [17]

present paper

0i

a-ß 2ir-ß

2w-ß

We assume that a and ß are positive, a<ir, a+ß^2ir. The "upper"

surface 0=a of the lens is in the upper half-space. The "lower" surface

0 = 27T— ß is in the upper or lower half-space. The domain outside of the lens

is characterized by the condition

(20) - ß < 0 < a.

The exterior angle is a+ß. The volume is

a3ir ( a a 8 B\
(21)     F =-<(2 - cos a) cot— csc2 — + (2 - cos ß) cot— csc2 —I

6   I 2 2 2 2)

We employ the function (Szegö [18, p. 347])

fÂv) = -~£*(- ch v) = -~ f(t+ iq' -r-ir,U- sh2 — \
ch qir ch qir     \ 2 2 2 /

=   1     (2 ch tj' + 2 ch 7))-1/2 cos qri'dij'; q real,  | Im tj | < %

so that the functions

(23)

(22)

(2 ch tj - 2 cos 0)1/2/5(Tj)e±«9,

(2 ch 7, - 2 cos 0)1'2/,' (Tj)e±«»+í*

are harmonic.

We give here the result for the general lens and in the next section for its

numerous special cases.
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In the z-direction which is the axis of the lens we have for the electric

potential :

\p, = (2 ch tj - 2 cos 0)1'2

'q[sh q(a-d) sh q(ß-ir)-sh q(a-ir) sh q(ß+6)]

7/>(?
sh q(a+ß)

p[sh q(a-6) ch ç(|8-7r)+ch q(a-ß) sh q(ß+d) ]\

sh q(a+ß) /   q

and for the dipole coefficients:

tq2 [sh q(ir — a) ch qß + ch ça sh q(ir — ß) ]
ez = a sh q(a + ß) ch qir

(25) . 7 '       *
/>g[ch g(a — x) ch ff)3 — ch q(ß — ir) ch qa\\

-)dq-
sh q(a + ß) ch gx /

Here the constant p has to be determined by the condition that the integral

in (24) vanishes for tj=0 = O.

By a simple transformation we obtain

sh qir ch q(ß — a) + sh q(ir — a — ß)

h ß) ch qir

sh q(a - ß)     I2

= 4a3 I    q2-*— —— dq
J _oo sh q(a + ß) ch qir

rr sh q(a - ß)     I
(26) 4a3 qthqir—- dq\

U-x sh q(a + ß)   "J

/" sh qir ch q(ß — a) + sh g(a + ß — ir)
-dq

_M                    sh q(a + ß) ch ox

In the x-direction we have for the electric potential

xpx = (2 ch tj - 2 cos 0)1'2

(27) a   r °° sh g(0 - a) ch q(ir - ß) - ch ç(tt - a) sh g(0 + 0)
■ffiiv)

x J _„ sh a(a + /3)

•dq cos 0

and for the dipole coefficient:

o , f " / ,   ,    1 \ sh g« ch ?(x - |3) + ch 2(x - a) sh g/3
ex = ey = 2a6 I     I <r H-I-a?

J -= V 4 / sh q(a + ß) ch gx

„f"/,   ,     1 \ sh qir ch ç(« - ^) + sh q(a + ß - x)
= 2a3 I     I q2 -\-)-___ dq.

J _M \ 4 / sh j(a + j3) ch qir

For the sake of comparison we note the expression for the electrostatic

capacity (Szegö [18, p. 348]):
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r °° sh ox ch q(a — ß) + six q(a + ß — t)
(29) C = a \      -:-■-dq.

J _oo sh q(a + ß) ch air

1.14. Special cases of the lens, (a) Spherical bowl, a+ß = 2ir, 0<a<w (cf.

Basset [l, p. 294, p. 296]):

(1) ez = a3{f"(a) - f"(ir) - [/'(«)]2/f(a) }

where

/°° T ch fl(x - a)T 1       / a\    1
\—£-L\dq = - + [l --)—•

-oo L       ch qir      J x       \ x / sin a

Furthermore

d/ 1 \ T ch q(ir - a)-]2
„_e,=2o.f__ (4.+T)l_    j,

--lr<«) +r («•)+/(«»•

We have/"(x) = (3x)_1. The capacity is C = af(a). We observe that (cf. 1.12

(10)) 2d, = <!. = «,,.
(b) Circular disc, limiting case of (a), a—»x:

4a3
(4) ez = 0,        ex = ev =-•

3x

(c) Half spherical (thin) shell, special case of (a), a = ir/2:

/1       4 1    \ /1        2\
(5) ez=a3(-h-),        ex = ey = a3( — +— ).

\2      3x     2 + x/ \2      3x/

(d) Symmetrical lens, a=ß; in this case

q sh q(ir — a)
(6) xbz = (2 ch „ - 2 cos 0)1'2 — f    /,(,)

X J_„ sh ça
sh c0dff,

(7) 4a3 I     g2[th ?x cth qa — l]dq,
J  _oo

a  t ** ch a(x — a)
(8) ^, = - (2 ch tj - 2 cos 0)1'2— 1    /„' (tj)- ch qddq-cos 0,

x J _oo ch ça

(9) ex = ev = 2a3 f    U2 -\-J (1 - th ox th öa)a?.

For the sake of comparison we mention that
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ez

(H)

(10) C = a f   (1 - th qir th qa)dq.
J  —oo

(e)  Two spheres of radii r and r' tangent to each other, a—>0, ß—>0, a—>0,

a/a-^r, a/ß—>r':

(77)'{x"(t7)+x"(^)+2X"(1)

[\'(r/(r + r'))-\'(r'/(r + r'))]2

Xf>/0 + r')) + X(¥7<f + Ö)

where X(s) has the same meaning as in 1.12 (12); moreover

<12)   • - *■♦ t{t^)'HttÍ)+*(¿?) - 2X"(1)} •
Again (cf. 1.12 (11)): 2dz = ex = ey. Finally, we compare these results with the

expression for the capacity (Szegö [18, p. 346, (4)]):

}

(13) C      r + r'{\r + r') + X\r + r'))

For two equal spheres, r=r',

(14) ez = 2r3X"(l) = 4r3f(3),        ex = ey = (3/2)r3{(3).

Chapter II. Identities and inequalities for dirichlet integrals

In this chapter the formal transformations and identities are worked out

which are of importance for the rest of the paper. A somewhat more general

approach is chosen which considers also Green's and Neumann's functions

and their properties. One reason for this is the fact that the polarization

problem may be reduced to the problem of determining Green's function

and the virtual mass problem to that of Neumann's function as will be

shown. Another reason is the greater symmetry of treatment which is

achieved by this broader approach.

2.1. Green's and Neumann's functions. Using the notation of Chapter I

we introduce the two fundamental functions of potential theory associated

with a given surface b and study their Dirichlet products with functions

A Gif.
Green's function

(1) G(p, q) = 7—77-7 - g(P, q)
4irr(p, q)

is harmonic in B except for p = q and vanishes if either argument point comes

upon the boundary b; gG:II as a function of p (q fixed). Green's function is
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symmetric in p and q.

Neumann's function

(2) N(p, q) = —- + n(p, q)
4irr(p, q)

is harmonic in B except for p = q and has in each argument a vanishing normal

derivative on b; nÇzH. Neumann's function, too, is symmetric in p and q.

It  follows  from  the  extremum  principle  on  harmonic  functions  that

G(p, q) >0 if p, q are in B. It is less obvious that also

(3) N(p, q) à 0 p, q in B.

To prove this, let q be fixed and let us suppose there were a sub-domain

B'CZB in which N(p, q) <0. The boundary of B' is made up of either surfaces

where A7=0 or of parts of b. Thus, we have along the whole boundary b' of B'

the equation

(4) N(p, q) — N(p, q) = 0, pE b', q fixed.
dv

Thus, by Green's identity, we would have

(5) fff ^ | grad Nip, q) \2drp = 0.

This is a contradiction, since Neumann's function is not identically zero.

Thus, (3) is proved. From the extremum principle, we infer also

(6) N(p, q) à G(p, q)

for the difference between these two fundamental functions:

(7) k(p, q) = N(p, q) - G(p, q)

is regular in B and non-negative on b.

Let now h(p) be an arbitrary function of class H. Using the representation

1.4 (3) for the Dirichlet integral, we conclude the identities:

(8) D{G(p, q), h(p)} = - h(p)/2

and

(9) D{N(p, q), h(p)}  = h(q)/2.

From (8) and (9) it follows that the non-negative function k(p, q) defined

by (7) has the elegant property:

(10) D{k(p,q),h(p)} = h(q).

Thus, k(p, q) is a reproducing kernel for the class H with respect to Dirichlet
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multiplication. It is very remarkable that the combination (7) of Green's and

Neumann's functions, which is of the class H itself, behaves in many re-

spects simpler than each of its components.

2.2. The kernel function. The importance of the function k(p, q) may best

be recognized by the following consideration. Let {hv(p)} be a complete

orthonormal set of functions with respect to the class H and the Dirichlet

metric; that is, we assume

(1    for   v = ß,
(1) D(hy,h,)    =    K=      I

\0   for   v ;¿ ß

and if h is an arbitrary function of H, we have

00

(2) h(p) = 2~2 ayhy(p),        av = D(h, hv)
y=X

where the sum converges uniformly in each closed sub-domain of B. Expand-

ing, in particular, k(p, q) for fixed q, into such a series in h,(p) we find in

view of 2.1 (10)

(3) k(p, q) = ¿ h,(p)hy(q).
y=X

This shows that k(p, q) is the kernel function of every complete orthonormal sys-

tem in II. From this fact, a simple construction of this particular combina-

tion of Green's and Neumann's functions can be derived.

If we specialize in 2.1 (10): h(p) =k(p, s) with s££, we obtain

(4) D{k(p, q), k(p, s)}  = k(q,s).

Applying now Schwarz's inequality to 2.1 (10) and using the identity (4), we

find

(5) [h(q)]2 ^ k(q, q)D(h).

Equality holds only for h(p) =k(p, q) and this property might serve to define

the kernel function by an extremum problem. The great importance of the

kernel function for the class H is clearly illustrated by (5).

We insert in (5) the function h(q) =k(q, s) and have, in view of (4),

(6) [k(q,s)]2^k(q,q)-k(s,s)

which permits an estimate of the function k(q, s), depending on two points,

in terms of the function k(q, q) which depends only on the single point q.

The same inequality can be obtained directly from (3) by means of Cauchy's

inequality.

Inequality (6) may easily be generalized by the following consideration.

We choose m points c.-G-B and consider the function
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m

(7) h(p) = J2 Uk(p, qi)
i=X

which is evidently of class H. Since its norm is non-negative, we have in view

of (4)

n

(8) D(h) =  2Z *(?*, Qk)titk è 0,
i,k=X

that is, the matrix ((k(qit qk))) is semi-definite. This result clearly implies

(6). Inequalities of the type (8) are characteristic for the study of harmonic

functions by means of the Dirichlet integral and we shall encounter them

frequently in the following sections.

2.3. Identities for g(p, q) and n(p, q). In this section we form various

Dirichlet products involving the regular parts g(p, q) and n(p, q) of Green's

and Neumann's function. This leads to further inequalities of the type 2.2 (8).

(a) Let q and s be two arbitrary points in B. Using Green's identity, we

find

D{g(P, ?). g(P, *)} = -  f f g(P, q)—g(P, s)da
J   J b ov

d) ...
Irr     1       9- - — J 1 -7—7 77 g(P, «)<**•

4irJJ br(p, q)   dvr(p, q)

By means of the identity

(2) —if \h(P) —(-I-h(P)] d° = h(°)
4irJJbl^JdAr(p,q)J      r(p, q)   dv    ̂ 'J

which is valid for every function h(p) of class H we arrive at

D {g(P> 3). g(P, s)} = g(q, s)-^~ f f S(P,s) — (—— ) da
4x J J b dv\r(p, q)f

" gq' S) ~  16Í2 J J br(p,s)   ~dv\r(p,q))dC'

Let us denote by B the finite complement of B which is enclosed by b; the

normal v is relative to B the exterior one. We may, therefore, write

q,S'       16x2J Jhr(p, s)   dv\r(p,q))   *

=- I   I   I   grad-grad-dr
16x2J J Js r(p,q) r(p, s)

(4)

and this quantity is symmetric in q and s; it depends only on the geometry
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of the surface b. We obtain finally

(5) D{g(p, q), g(p, s)} = g(q, s) - I(q, s).

Consider now the following function of the class H; let g< be m points in

B and let
m

(6) h(j>) = 2~2 Ug(p, ?,-)•
»=i

We have in view of (5) :

m

(7) D(h) = 22 [f(î*. ?») - Hqu 9k)]tth è o.
i,k—X

Obviously

(8) Z *(?<- 2*)#* =|||   UradZ tt1-
<,»-i J J Jb\        <=i r(J», g<

2

dr ^ 0.

Thus, we proved that the matrix ((g(qi, qk))) is positive-definite and gave for

it a lower bound in terms of the matrix ((I(gt-, qk)))- In particular, we obtained

the following inequality:

(9) (g(p,q)YSg(p,p)-g(q,q).

(b) Performing similar transformations with Neumann's function, we

find

(10) D{n(p, q), n(p, s)} = n(q, s) - I(q, s)

which is completely analogous to (5). We are led to the corresponding in-

equality

m

(H) E   [»(?<. ?*) - I(Qi, qk)]titk à 0
»,fc=i

and, in particular, to the inequality

(12) (n(p,q))2^n(p,p)-n(q,q).

Since, by definition,

HP, q) = n(p, q) + g(p, q)

we may derive from (7) and (11) the inequality

(13) 22 KÇi, qk)titk ̂  2 ¿ I(qit qk)tih
i,k=X i,k-X

which is much stronger than 2.2 (8).

Finally, we form the scalar product
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D{n(p,q),g(p,s)}  = - ff g(p,s) — n(p,q)da

(14)
i   r r    i     d     i

=-da,
16x2 J J b r(p, s)   dv r(p, q)

that is, by virtue of (4)

(15) D{n(p, q), g(p, s)} = I(q,s).

This result is particularly simple since the right-hand side contains a geo-

metric quantity which can be computed directly without solving boundary

value problems for harmonic functions. Cf. the remark to 1.5 (10).

(c) As an application of these identities let us consider the following

harmonic function hÇ.H:

m mf

HP) = E tig(P, qd + t22Un(p, qi),
(16) <=i ,=i

qi G B, qi G B; /,-, tí, r real.

Its norm is non-negative whatever values /,-, t/, and r are chosen; hence, be-

cause of (5), (10), and (15), we obtain the discriminant condition

(17)

E («(«<■ ?*) - Ik* ?*))«*      E (»(«/, qi) - I(ql,qi))t'itk'
i,k=\ A L«,fc-*i J

22 22i(9<,qi)t<ti
t-l k-l J

This is a remarkable interrelation between the two definite quadratic forms

(7) and (11). We see that the smallness of the one form implies a large value

of the other, provided the purely geometric quantity on the right-hand side

of (17) is given. We see again that the simultaneous study of Green's and

Neumann's functions leads to elegant results, as exemplified by the kernel

function, the identity (15), and the inequality (17).

2.4. The capacity of the surface b. We define the conductor potential of

the domain B as the harmonic function u(p) GÜ which has on b the boundary

values 1. It may be interpreted as the potential of an electrostatic equilibrium

charge distribution over the conducting surface b ; the charge C at infinity is

the capacity of the conductor.

Let h(p)Ç.H, then one finds easily

(1) D(u, h) = 4xa

where a is the charge of h, and in particular,

(2) D(u) = 4irC.
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From (1) we conclude: The class of all functions &Gif which are orthog-

onal to the conductor potential is identical with the class of all functions

h^H with vanishing charge a.

We may use this result in order to obtain an interesting relation between

the conductor potential and the kernel function k(p, q). Since H(p)

= (4irC)~ll2u(p) is normalized with respect to the Dirichlet metric, it can be

chosen as the first element of a complete orthonormal system {hy} for B.

By the preceding theorem, all h,(p) with v>l will be then without charge,

that is, they vanish at infinity at least as r~2. Using the representation 2.2 (3)

for the kernel function, we find

u(p)u(q)        A
(3) k(p, q) =      A    "     + E hy(p)h,(q).

4xC „=2

In view of the asymptotic behavior of the hv(p) at infinity, we find

u(q)

?->» 4x
(4) lim {rk(P,q)} =

This is a representation of the conductor potential in terms of the kernel

function.

We obtain from (3) the particular instance

(u(p))2       A
(5) Hp, p) = ^gr- + E (hy(p)Y-

4xC „=2

Let {/„} be now an arbitrary complete orthonormal set in B; we have also

■» (u(t>))2        M

(6) E (f>(P)Y = -£r + £ (WÄ)'
F=i 4xC r=i

Let b, be the charge oí fv(p) at infinity; comparing the terms of order r-2 on

both sides of this identity, we find

00 /"<

(7) 2>'-7--
v=i 4x

If a finite number of orthonormal functions/,, v = l, 2, • ■ • , n, is known,

obviously

A   2     C
(8) E b,£ - •

y=X 4x

In the case m = l, we have: For every hÇzH with the charge a

(9) 4ira2(D(h))~1 g C

and equality holds only if h is the conductor potential u.
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This result is nothing but the well known principle of Thomson that

among all potentials with given charge a at infinity the conductor potential

has the minimum energy a2C~1/2. (Cf. [16, 2.1].) It may be derived in

various ways and is frequently used to obtain from an arbitrarily chosen

à Gif a lower bound for the capacity C of b. By means of (7) we are able to

improve this estimate systematically. Having chosen a function /iGif

arbitrarily and made our first estimate, we introduce a second function f2

which is orthogonal to fx and obtain because of (8) a better estimate for C. If

necessary, this procedure may be continued indefinitely. Thus, the well

known inequality (9) appears in our formulation as the first step in a con-

tinuously improving approximation procedure. In the subsequent sections

other potential theoretic quantities will be represented in a similar way by

means of appropriate kernel functions. The significance of such a repre-

sentation will be clear then from the above remarks.

Finally, we consider the Dirichlet product

(10) D{g(p, q), u(p)}  = - — f f---—u(p)da = u(q).
4irJJb r(p, q)   dv

If we expand g(p, q) at infinity into a series

a(q)

(11) g(P, i) - — + • • '
r

we find because of (1)

(12) 4xo(o) = D{g(p, q), u(p)}  = u(q).

Thus, we may obtain u(q) by expanding g(p, q) into a series (1.5 (14)):

, >        u(q)
(13) lim {rg(p, q)} =

4x

Another formula expressing the conductor potential by means of Green's

function is the following:

(14) u(q) = f f —G(p, q)dap.

2.5. The stream constant of b. It is of some interest to consider the dual

concept to conductor potential and capacity. We define the function v(p)

Gif which has on b the constant normal derivative —1. Its source strength

at infinity is

1   r r dv S
(1) a =-— do- = —

4irJJbdv 4x

where S is the surface area of b. If hÇzH we have
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r r     dv r T
(2) D(h, v) = -      I   h — da = hda.

J J b     dv J J b

In particular,

(3) D(v) =  f f vda =
r

4x

where T is a characteristic constant of the surface b and will be called the

stream constant of b. It is the dual concept of the capacity. By Green's for-

mula, we have

(4) v(q) = f f N(p, q)dap

which shows by 2.1 (3) that v(q) is non-negative. From (3) and (4) we conclude

(5) T = 4x f f f f      N(p, q)daqdap ^ 0.
J JpGb J J56¡

Let now ÄGÜ be arbitrary but with a prescribed value fft hda = s. It is

easy to estimate D(h) by means of T. This shows the important role of this

concept in the general theory of harmonic functions. In fact, applying

Schwarz's inequality in (2) and using (3), we find

(6) 4x(  f f hda\ ^ TD(h).

Thus, we obtain the following formula which is dual to 2.4 (9):

(7) 4irs2(D(h))~1 ^ T.

As in the case of the capacity this formula may be refined with the aid of

the kernel function. In fact, let hx(p) = (T/4ir)-ll2v(p) be the first element of

a complete orthonormal system {h,} in B. We have, by definition 2.2 (3):

4irv(p)v(q)        A
(8) HP, q) =-~^- + E hy(p)hy(q).

1 y=2

In view of (2) all h, for v^2 have vanishing surface integrals so that

(9) 4x ff ff       k(P, q)daqdap = V.

This follows also easily from 2.1 (7) and from (5). Let now {/„} be an arbi-

trary complete orthonormal system and let

(W) ///.
da

b
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We have from (9)

00

(li) r = 4xE*'
■—i

and this identity permits a successive approximation of the stream constant.

The Dirichlet product of the dual expressions u and v is again particularly

simple:

(12) D(u, v) =   f f da = S.

Thus it has a simple geometric meaning. Using Schwarz's inequality, 2.4 (2)

and (3), we obtain the elegant inequality 1.5 (20).

2.6. The class A. (a) In order to deal with the virtual mass and polariza-

tion we need an extension of the class H which we called in 1.4 the class A.

This class arises from the class H by adjunction of the three special functions

Xi of class A. We find by the definition 1.4 (3):

(1) D(xit xk) =-I   I   (xi cos (v, xk) + xk cos (v, xi))da = — Voik

where F is the volume of the solid B enclosed by b. Thus the three functions

XiGA have a negative norm so that there exists an infinity of functions

l(p) GA with non-positive norm.

This makes clear that it is impossible to determine a complete ortho-

normal system in the usual sense for A. We may, however, determine a

system {/„} with the property

(2) D(ly, l„) = ± 8,„

and such that each function ¿GA may be represented in the form

CO

(3) I = E «X,        a,= ± D(l, h),
y—l

where the sign in the expression for ar must be the same as that in (2) for

v=ß. We shall call {/„} a complete orthogonal system in A.

(b) If we want to determine the scalar products of all functions /GA

with Green's and Neumann's functions, it is sufficient in view of 2.1 (8) and

2.1 (9) to compute the corresponding products with the x,- only. We find by

definition 1.4 (3)

(4) D{G(p,q),Xi} = -—ffxi — G(p,q)da=-—tï(q),      i =1,2, 3.
2 J J b    dv 2

Here xp°(q)ÇzH and has on b the boundary values xt. If we subtract from

xp° an appropriate multiple of the conductor potential we can cancel its
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charge at infinity and obtain a new function xpt(q) Gifo- It is identical with

the electric potential of the polarization problem. This function xpt(q) =i}/}(q)

— aiu(q) has on b the boundary values x¿—a< where the a, are certain char-

acteristic constants.

The geometric significance of the a, is best concluded from the identity

(2.4 (1) and (2))

o r C   a du r r    du
(5)       0 = D(u, xp{) = D(u, ypi) - aiD(u) = -  I   I  xPi — da + ai\   I  u — da

J J b     dv J J h    dv

i du r r    du
— da + at I   I  t

6      dv J J b

so that using the boundary values of xp° and u, we obtain

/ r r du    \_1 r C      du

(6) *-(//.**) //.***■

Since — (l/4ir)(du/dv) is the density of the equilibrium charge on the conduct-

ing surface b, we see that the point with the coordinates a,- is the centroid of

this equilibrium charge distribution on b.

(c) We have further

(7) d{n(p, q), Xi} = - ~rjfN(P> q)cos ("• x<)dff = - y *<(?)•

Here (pi(q)ÇzH and has on b the normal derivative —cos (v, xi). From this

fact, we conclude

(8) i \  — 4>ida = -  j   f cos (v, Xi)da = 0,
J J b dv J J b

that is, <pi(q) Gifo and is identical with the velocity potential of the virtual

mass problem.

We define as in 1.3 (9):

(9) Vi = Xi - xli,        $.- = Xi + 4>i.

They are of class Ao and ^i has constant boundary values a; on b while <£,-

has a vanishing normal derivative there.

2.7. Identities for the SI^- and $><• The functions "i7,- and $¿ have a very

simple behavior on the boundary b of B and permit, therefore, an easy

computation  of their  Dirichlet products with  other harmonic  functions.

(a) Let hÇzH; using the notation 1.4 (1) we have

(i)
i r r (   d d   \

= 4iraai-I   I  [h — Mr,- — ̂ fi — h J da.
2 J Jb\    dv dv    /
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Thus, we used the particular boundary values of ^i in order to transform

the Dirichlet integral into the standard form of Green's identity. Now we have

if hE.H, \<EH,

r r (  ax      dh\

Also we find (notation as in 1.4 (1))

irr/   dxi       dh\
(3) — I   I    ( h-Xi— Ido- = 2xo¿,

2 J J 6   \      dv dv/

extending the integration instead of over b, over a very large sphere. Thus,

we have finally

(4) D($i, h) = 4xoa< — 2xa¿.

In the same fashion, we obtain

(5) £»(*,, h) = 2xo,-.

(b) In order to determine the Dirichlet products of ^< and $< with all

elements of A it is sufficient to compute only their products with xk. Using the

same methods as before, we find

1 pel     d%t dxk\
(6) £>(*,-, **) =-I   I  [Xk-*<-)da = - 2xe<*

2 J Jb\       dv dv /

and

i r r í   dxk       d*A
(7) £>($,-, Xk) =- $<-Xk-   d<r = - 2irdih.

2 J J b\       dv dv /

It is further obvious from the definition of the Dirichlet integral that

(8) D(*t, *») = 2?(*(, **) = 0.

We may transform these two equations by means of (4), (6), (5), and (7) into

(9) D(xt, ¥*) - D(Pi, *») = - 2ireki + 2ireik = 0,

(10) D(Xi, $*) + D(<t>i, #») = - 2irdki + 2irdik = 0;

this proves the symmetry of the matrices ((e,*)) and ((d,-*,)):

(11) e.-jt = eki,       dik = dki.

As a special instance of (4), we have the identity

(12) D(¥i, <pk) = - 2irdik

and adding this to (6), we find in view of 2.6 (9)
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(13) D(*i, *») = - 2ir(eik + dik).

Thus, we determined all Dirichlet products between the SÍV and «ïvfunctions.

From these identities, we arrive easily at the multiplication table for the

functions xp( and <pk given in 1.5 (16)-(18). We have to use 2.6 (1), (6), (7), (8),

and (13); moreover we obtain the identities 1.2 (2).

(c)  Finally we apply (4) to the conductor potential u(p) and find

(14) £(¥,-, u) = 4irCai - 2x7<

where 7, denotes the special values of a,- if h = u. On the other hand, we find

directly, in view of the sourceless character of Sí'j:

1 er/    au     d^A
(15) D($i, u) =-I  ( a— -I-Ada = 2xCa.-.

2 J Jb\    dv        dv /

Hence, we have the simple relation between the a, and 7,:

(16) 7< = Cat

and may write (14) in the alternate form

(17) D(*i, u) = 2x7.-.

From (5), we obtain also

(18) D($i, u) = 2x7.-.

2.8. Orthogonality relations and the kernel function. In this section the

identities of 2.7 will be applied in order to construct the functions ''F,- and <J?¿

by means of orthogonal systems. The concept of the kernel function will play

a central role.

We start forming the following two linear combinations of S?,- and $,-:

(1) Zi(p) = [*4(i) + *••(#) ]/2 = Xi+ (fr - fc)/2,

(2) Wi(p) = [*t(p) - Mp)]/2 - (*.■ + h)/2.

Using the notation 1.4 (1) for an arbitrary h€z.H, we obtain, in view of

2.7 (4) and 2.7 (5),

(3) D(Zit h) = 2iraait

(4) D(wí, h) = — 2xoa,- + 2xa<.

Since wk Gifo we infer from (3) and (4) :

(5) D(Zi, wk) = 0,       D(wí, Wk) = ir(dik + eik).

For the sake of completeness, we point out the following consequence of

2.7 (8) and 2.7 (13):

(6) D(zí, Zk) = — ir(dik + eik).
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In view of (3) and (4) we have the theorems:

I. The functions z¿, i = l, 2, 3, are orthogonal to all functions of ifo.

II. All functions in HQ which are orthogonal to w,, i = l, 2, 3, vanish at

infinity at least as r~3.

Consider now the matrix

(7) M = ir((dik + en))

which is symmetric and, in view of 1.2 (2), positive-definite. Let 0=((oik))

be the matrix which satisfies the equation

(8) 0M0' = ((«<»)).

Then, introducing the functions

3 3

(9) UP) =12oikZk(p), *>i(p) = E Oikwk(p)
*=i *=i

we recognize easily from (5), (6), and (8) that they satisfy the relations

(10) D(ti, Un) = - 8ik, D(a{, to*) = o«.

Let now tax, o>2, u3 be the three first elements of a complete orthonormal

system {h%} in H0. If k0(p, q) is the corresponding kernel function, we have

3 oo

(11) k0(p, q) = 22 <Ji(P)<»i(q) + E hl(P)hl(q).
•=1 *=4

According to Theorem II all functions h%p) for v>3 vanish at infinity at least

as r~z. Thus, the first right-hand sum is the leading term at infinity. This

permits us to compute the o>i(p) and, therefore, the w((p) by means of the

kernel function. In particular, we have

HP, P) = J2 MP))2 + E (Up))*
(12) 7

= —     E    (dt* + eik) Xi xkr~* + 0(r+)
4x  »,fc_l,2,3

which yields a systematic approximation for the quadratic form

(13) <2 = —     E    (dik + eik)xi
4x  ¿,4=1,2,3

Xk.

In the same manner we may connect the t¡i(P) with a kernel function with

respect to the class A0. Let, in fact, {/¡?} be a complete orthonormal system

in if0. By adjunction of the three functions £¿(£) we obtain a complete orthog-

onal system for Ao as is easily seen from the Theorem I and (10). Thus, the

kernel function of this system has the form
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(14) Ko(p, q) = - E UpMq) + 22Mp)M<Ù
t-l y=X

and the characteristic property

(15) D{Ko(p, q), l°(p)} = l°(q) for every V> G A0.

The leading term of K0(p, q) at infinity is the first right-hand sum. One might

now construct the kernel function in the following way : take, for example, the

three functions Xi and the system {/"} and orthogonalize them. From such a

construction one obtains a representation for the £,-(/>) in terms of the ele-

ments of an orthogonal system.

We find easily from the definitions (8) and (9)

(16) Xo(p, p) = —     E   ßikXiXk + finite terms at infinity,
»,ib-l,2,3

with M~1 = ((ßik)). We have further

(17) lim  { xx 1Ko(p, q)} = - Ë OiiUq) = - Ë toiZi(q)
*(-♦» ,=i i=i

if the two other x-coordinates of p remain finite. From formulas (16) and

(17) approximations for M and the Zi(p) may be obtained.

2.9. Identities for xpit <£,-, Green's and Neumann's functions. In this sec-

tion we deal with the Dirichlet products between the functions xpi, (p{, on the

one hand, and Green's and Neumann's functions, on the other. We find, in

this way, an important result which shows that the functions M^i and <!>< may

be obtained directly from Green's and Neumann's functions as coefficients

of a certain expansion. Also we derive from our identities certain inequalities

by applying Schwarz's inequality in the usual way.

We find by easy transformations

(i) d{Hp), g(P,q)} =Hq)-Ji(q)

where Ji(q) is a purely geometric quantity:

lrr      d/i\ l   r r     l     dxi
Ji(q) = — II    «i —I-)da = — I   |-da

4irJJh       dv\r(p,q)/ 4irJJbr(p,q)   dv

.Ifff ±(-±~y.4irJ J Jb   dXi\r(p, q)/

In the same way:

(3) D{Up),n(p,q)} =Ji(q),

(4) D{4>i(j>), g(p, q)} = Ji(jq),

(5) D{<bi(p), n(p, q) }  = çbi(q) - Ji(q).
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We observe here again that the integrals which combine a solution of a

Dirichlet problem and a solution of a Neumann problem are purely geometric

expressions.

Adding now (3) and (5) and using the definition 2.8 (2), we obtain

(6) D{wi(p),n(p,q)} = </>,-(o)/2.

Thus, if we assume for fixed q and p near infinity the expansion

(7) n(p,q) = r-322bi(q)xi + 0(r-3),
i-X

we find in view of (6) and 2.8 (4):

<>i(q)
(8) bi(q) = ^L ■

4x

This result shows that <pi(q) may be obtained from n(p, q) by expanding the

latter function into a series in p and taking the coefficient of x.r-3. We may

express this result also in the following form:

(9) N(p, q) = — + — E U<Ù*i + o(r-3).
4irr      4nr3 ,-_i

Adding similarly (1) and (4), we obtain

(10) D{wi(p),g(p, q)} =Uq)/2.

Let us now expand g(p, q) for fixed q, and p near infinity. In view of 2.4 (13),

u(q)      1 A
(11) g(P, q) = 77^ + - E Ci(q)xi + 0(r-3).

4irr        r3 ,=i

Applying 2.8 (4) and (10), we find

(12) - aiu(q) + 4ira(q) = *,(?)•

Since u(q) may be obtained from the expansion of g(p, q) at infinity and a,-

from the expansion of u(q) at infinity, we see that \pi(q) is entirely determined

by the coefficients of the expansion of Green's function.

It is apparent from these results that the problems of the polarization

and virtual mass dipole are essentially contained in the corresponding prob-

lems of a single source and may be derived from them. It is, however, in

most cases easier and more elegant to solve the dipole problem directly. One

obtains also a much clearer understanding of the theoretical properties of

the functions xpi and <pi if one starts with their definition by boundary condi-

tions instead of defining them as coefficients of certain expansions. This is the

way we shall proceed in the special cases treated in Chapter V.

Using Schwarz's inequality in (3) and (4), we find by virtue of 1.5 (16),
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1.5 (17), and 2.3 (5), 2.3 (10):

(13) (i.-(g))2 ú (4irea - V)n(q, q),

(14) (Ji(q))2 = (4irdu - V)g(q, o).

From (1) and (5) we derive in the same way:

(15) (Hq) - Ji(q))2 ^ (4*e« - V)g(q, q),

(16) (<bi(q) - Ji(q))2 = (4xd,,- - V)n(q, q).

All these inequalities lead to estimates for certain potential theoretic con-

stants if other constants of the same kind are known.

2.10. Inequalities. From our previous identities for Dirichlet integrals

we may derive inequalities by the following general method. We construct

linear combinations of harmonic functions of the class H. Expressing the

fact that the norm of each function is non-negative leads to certain inequali-

ties between Dirichlet integrals and, by virtue of the identities mentioned,

between the harmonic functions and their coefficients.

We take, for example, the combination

(i) h = 22ti<t>i + rJ2^i,     E¿=E¿2 = l
i=l t-l ¿-1 i=l

Since, because of the table in 1.5,

D(h) = Í4ir    E    àiktitk - v) + 2tE Uli V
,   „ \        i,*—1,8,8 / »=1

() / \
-r-r2(4x     E    eiktltk' - V)

\ t,i:=l,2,3 /

we find the discriminant condition

(3) ( E titi) V2 ̂ Í4ir     E    àikUtk - vSUic     E    eiktU¿ - v).
\ »=1 / \ »,4=1,2,3 /  \ i.fc—1,2.3 /

This is a generalization of the inequality WP>, V2 announced in 1.5.

We may further consider the following function of class H:

(4) Hp) = E *M) + rv(p),      ¿4-1.
t-l t-l

We have because of 2.5 (2)

(5) D(xb{, v) =  ff (ai - Xi)da = S(ai - t,.-)

where 5 is the surface area of b and
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(6) ni = S-1 ff Xida

is the ith coordinate of the center of gravity of a homogeneous mass distribu-

tion on b. We remember that a,- was the ith coordinate of the centroid of an

equilibrium charge distribution on the conductor b. The terms a,— tj,- measure,

therefore, the deviation between the electrostatic and the material centroid

of b. We have

(7) D(h) = Uir    E    eikhtk -v) + 2tS E ti(*i - tj.) + r2 — •
\ t, i-1,2,3 / t-l 4x

Hence, we have the discriminant condition

(8) 4x52( E «*(«< - nd J ^ r(4x    E    eutitk - v) = TP.
\ i=l / \ {.fc-1,2,3 /

We construct next the combination

3 m 3

(9) h(p) = E iiPi(p) + E tln(p> qv),        q.GB, E ¿ = 1-
i-i »-i t=i

We are led to the inequality

/3m \ 2 m

(io) ( E E tttiHq,) ) é p E («iff« &) - i(q» q*))tít¿ •
\ i-1 »=1 / r,)i-l

In exactly the same way we find

(3m \ 2 m

E E WiW ) ^ IFS (*(?., 2m) - I(q» q*))tit¿.
t-l v-l / y,n-X

We have in (10) and (11) interesting relationships between two quadratic

forms, the one being related to a Dirichlet problem, the other to a Neumann

problem. Both forms are known to be positive-definite. Their product appears

to be estimated by means of a purely geometric lower bound. Thus, if the

one quadratic form becomes very small, the other one has to be large. The

inequalities (3) and 2.3 (17) are of the same type.

We obtain easily further inequalities of similar kind ; consider, for example,

the function

3 /     1 u(p)\ 3
(12) h(p) = 22ti<t>i(P) + A--r--^7),    oEB,     E¿.*=1.

¿=i \r(p, o) C  / ,-i

We find

(13) D Li, -——1 =   f f -—*— ^i da = ji(o)
{       r(p, 6))      J J t r(p, o)   dv
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where ji(o) is a quantity depending on the shape of b and the point of refer-

ence o. Thus

(14) ( E tiji(o)J á IF • far-*) - £)

follows as discriminant condition for the quadratic form D(h). The second

factor on the right is positive, in view of 2.4 (9), for every choice of the point

of reference o G B. This fact is coupled here with the virtual mass into one

inequality of the above mentioned type.

If we consider

(15) D hi, ——1  = -   ff(Xi- a.) -(---)da = - 4xa,- + jt*(o)
(      r(p, o)) JJb dv\r(p,o)/

where j*(o) is again a simple geometric measure of b, we find by the above

reasoning

(16) ( E k(j?(o) - 4xa,)J g p(z>(r-») - ~\.

This inequality is not as important as (14) since in this case the terms a,-,

which are not of geometric but of potential theoretic nature, appear in the

left.

Chapter III. Inequalities

The greater part of this chapter is devoted to inequalities for the virtual

mass. The starting point is a characterization of the virtual mass IF in any

given direction A as a minimum and a maximum of certain integrals. These

characterizations correspond to the principles of Dirichlet and Thomson for

the electrostatic capacity. They are essentially the adaptations of well

known results to this particular problem.

Then, choosing the arbitrary quantities involved in these integrals, in an

appropriate way, lower bounds will be obtained for the virtual mass IF and

for the average virtual mass Wm.

In a further course of this chapter the monotonie character of the dipole

forms D and E [1.2 (1)] is proved. The method used will have some im-

portance for the problems dealt with in Chapter IV.

3.1. Characterization of the virtual mass, (a) W is a maximum. We have

(cf. Diaz-Weinstein [4])

(fffh-vda)2
(1) W = max

///|grad/|2dr

where / is an arbitrary function defined in B, that is, outside of the given

surface b; v is the exterior normal, da the surface element of b, dr the volume
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element of B. The maximum is attained ii f=<p where <p(E.Ho is the velocity

potential corresponding to the given direction h. For this function

dé
(2) V2é = 0,        - — = hv on b,       0 = 0(r~2) as r -> »

dv

so that

(3) f f f | grad <¿> |2dr = - f f 4> — da =  f f <j>hvda = W.

The maximum property (1) follows by Green's identity and Schwarz's in-

equality:

dé

+

(4)

I J fh-vda = — I   I / — ¿o- =  I  í  i grad/• grad «tidr

j f f ' fV2édr = fff grad/-grad <bdr,

(fffhvda\ á fff | grad/|2dr- JJJ | grad é \2dr

fff :        . Jhj       (JJèh-vda)2
= jjj|grad/|2d7//lgrad0Nr.

(b)  W is a minimum. Let g be an arbitrary vector function defined out-

side of the solid, satisfying the conditions:

div g = 0 in B,

— q-v = h-v on b.

The meaning of the first condition is that the vector-field q is sourceless. We

have then

(6) IF = min   fff \q\2dr

where the integration is extended over B. The minimum is attained if

q = grad <j>. In this case conditions (5) are indeed satisfied and the integral in

(6) reduces to IF. The minimum property (6) follows from

fff \q-gradé\2dr
(7)

=   ( ( ( \d |2dr +W -2 f f fq-grad édr è 0;

the last integral equals, by (5) and by Green's identity,
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(8) f Í fdiv(q<7>)dr = -  f fqvqida =  f f hvèda = W.

An important additional remark is the following. The minimum property

in question holds good allowing a slightly more general class of vector func-

tions q. They satisfy (5) except along a (closed or open) surface in the field

along which g and q v must have one-sided limits and qv must be continu-

ous.

The proof follows without difficulty by the previous argument.

3.2. Characterization of the polarization. For the sake of comparison we

mention a well known characterization of the polarization as a minimum.

This is the following:

(1) P = min   I   I   |grad/|2dr;       / = h■ r + const, on 6.

Indeed, the integral in (1) can be written as follows:

fff | grad (/ - xL) \2dr + fff | grad xp \2dr

+ 2 fff grad (/ - *) ■ grad xbdr

and the last integral is zero since/—xp = const, on the surface.

3.3. Another maximum property of the virtual mass. A slightly different

form of the maximum property discussed in 3.1 (a) is the following:

(1) IF -2Iffh'Vda ~ HI ' grad f ' Ht'

the virtual mass IF being the maximum of the expression on the right-hand

side; here/is again arbitrary. Indeed, the ratio occurring in 3.1 (1) is never

less than the right-hand expression in (1). On the other hand (1) becomes an

equation ii f = <p.

3.4. Lower bounds for the virtual mass, (a) We specialize the function/

occurring in 3.3 (1) as follows : f = h-rg where g = go = const, on the surface b

of the given solid. Then

W ^ 2go f f (h-r)(h-v)da

(1)

- J   I   I   I *•* Srad g+ g Srad (hr) Nr-

The first integral is the volume F of the solid bounded by b. The second can

be written as follows:
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fff {(h-T)21 grad g |2 + g21 grad (h-r) \2

+ 2g(h-r) grad g grad (h-r)\dr

= f ff {(h-r)2\ grad g\2 + g2}dr

+ ~^fff Srad (g2)-gfad ((h-r)2)dr

= ff f {(h-r)2\ grad g\2 + g2}dr

i r r r irr   d(hr)2
-ifni'm{h')')ir-i)fs'^ri'

(2)

-m(/i-r) | grad g | dr - g0V.

Hence

(3) IF ̂  2g0F + /„F - fff (h • r)21 grad g |'dr.

In particular

(4) IFm è 2g0F + goF - y fff r | grad g |Vr.

The previous deduction shows that the difference (2) is always non-nega-

tive so that the lower bound in (3) and (4) is never greater than 2g0F.

Replacing g by kg and determining k in the most advantageous way we

find the following alternate forms for (3) and (4) :

(5) IF è ë0V

(6) IFm  à

///(h-r)2|gradg|2dr-g?F

V2_goV_

(l/3)//>2|gradg|2dr-g2oF

(b)(6) Let ba be an arbitrary family of closed surfaces, 0<a< <», chosen

in such a way that b0 coincides with the surface b, ba contains bg if a>ß,

and ba will contain an arbitrary sphere provided a is sufficiently large. We

choose the function g as follows: g=g(a) so that g is constant on ba, g(0) =go;

moreover we assume that g(°°) =0.

(") Concerning the following argument, cf. Polya-Szegö [16, 2.5].
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Let us compute the contribution of the infinitesimal domain between ba

and ba+da to the integral in (6), da>0; we have

(7) dr = d<r|-—j.
I grad a I

Introducing the integral

(8) T(a) =   f f   r21 grad a | da

we obtain for this contribution: T(a)(g'(a))2da so that we find

(9) fff r21 grad g |2dr = f °° T(a)(g'(a))2da.

By Schwarz's inequality

(10) f XT(a)(g'(a))2da- j"' T(a)-^da ^ (f°g'(a)da\ = go.

Introducing the notation

(11) I =   f    (na^da
J o

we  obtain  that the  quantity in   (9)  is  a  minimum if we choose  g'(a)

= const. T(a)~1, that is,

(12) g(a)=-^f"(T(a))-ida.

The minimum value of (9) will be go/i so that

V2
(13) IFm ^ -    -- •v    ' (3IY1 - V

We observe that the function T(a) and the integral I depend on the

choice of the surfaces ba. Once these surfaces are chosen the bound (13) holds.

In case of a sphere r = a we may choose for b„ the concentric spheres

r=a+a and obtain

(14) T(a) = 4x(o + a)4,        I = (12x0s)"1

so that in (13) the equation will hold.

A similar argument furnishes the bound

F2
(15) IF è

(3h)-1 - V
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where

(16) Ih=  f   (Th(a))-^da, Th(a) = 3 f f   (h• r)21 grad a [ da.
Jo J J ba

Inequality (15) becomes an equation for an ellipsoid provided the vector h

points in the direction of one of the principal axes and the ba are the confocal

ellipsoids.

3.5. First application: proof of 1.7 (3). Let us assume that the given sur-

face b is star-shaped with respect to a certain interior point which we choose

as the origin of the coordinate system. We specialize the function/ of 3.3 (1)

as follows: / = kh rr~3 where k is a constant. Denoting the values of r which

correspond to the points of the surface b by ro we have

( 1) f ffh-vda = k f f (h-r)(h-v)rö3da,

fff | grad/|2dr = k2 f f f \hr-3 - 3(h-r)rr-^\2dT

(2)

= k2 f f f r~«(l + 3(h-t)2)dr

where r is the unit vector r/r. Introducing polar coordinates we have dr = r2

•dr-du where dco is the surface element of the unit sphere, so that integrating

with respect to r, we have

(3) W è 2k f f(h-r)(h-v)rô3da-k* f f r?(l +3(h-t)*)dœ.

Hence

(4) Wm^ — k f f rvro'da-k* C f r0*do.

But on b:

(5) rvda = r0 cos (r, v)da = r0du

so that

8x .
ro dco.

8x       2   2 r r

W W.ï-.--tff
Choosing k properly we obtain
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which is equivalent to 1.7 (3).

3.6. Second application: proof of 1.7 (5). We consider again a surface b

which is star-shaped with respect to the origin. We choose for the surfaces ba

in 3.4 (b) the surfaces similar to the given one with respect to the origin.

The given surface is b = b0. Let r = r0 be the equation of b0 in polar coordinates ;

then the equation of ba will be r=r0 (l+a). As is well known,

da = r2 sin 6 11 + r"2((—) H-[ — )   )>     ddd<¡>
l VW     sin2 AW//

(1) = r2{l + r-2V(r)}1'2du

= (l + a)V„2{l + 'o"2V(ro)}1/2dco,

where V denotes  Beltrami's  operator  (1.7  (5)).   For any scalar function

/=/ (r, 6, <f>) we have

i     /dA2    i
(2) | grad/h = (¿)+7i-vœ

so that
■ 2 _2 _1 _2 _4

(3) | grad a\   = r0   + V(r0 ) = r0   + r0 V(r0).

Consequently, in view of (1),

(4) T(a) = (1 + «)*ff rl(l + r~o~\(r0))du = (1 + a)V(O)

where

(5) r(0) = 3F + f f raV(r9)dm = 3V + — f f V(rT)dœ.

Hence

(6) I =  f   ((1 + a)*T(0))-lda = (3i(0))"1.
J 0

Now we use 3.4 (13) and obtain 1.7 (5).

In case of a sphere r0 = const., V = 0, and the inequality in question be-

comes an equation.

3.7. Virtual mass, polarization and volume. Finally, we return to the

elegant inequality PW=V2 which is a special case of 2.10 (3). In all the cases

when P is known (or an upper bound for P is known) this inequality furnishes

a lower bound for the virtual mass. In view of this and of the simplicity of the

inequality, it is worth while to discuss it directly.

(a) We choose in 3.1 (l):f=\p where xp is the electric potential satisfying

the condition \p = h- r+const on the surface b. Then
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fffhvda = ff (h-r)(h-v)da = V, fff  | grad/|2dr = P,

so that the inequality follows.

(b) Let a be a parameter, <j> and xp the velocity and electric potential, re-

spectively, corresponding to the direction h. Then

Ifl grad é + a grad xp \ 2dr

(1)

= W + Pa2+2a f f f grad <¿>-grad ¿dr.

The last integral can be written as follows :

-   ff xl — da =   f f (hr)(hv)da= V

so that

(2) W + Pa2 + 2Va ^ 0.

This implies the inequality in question.

Multiplying the inequality

W ^ V2/P

by the surface element dw of the unit sphere hx, h2, h3 and integrating we

obtain

F2  r r do,

P

By an appropriate rotation the last integral can be transformed into

dw

f2 c r
(3) w'**ff-

(4)
JJ  Pih\ + Pih\ + P3h\

where Pi, P2, P3 are the characteristic values of the form P. This integral is

not less than

iff (Pia2 + P2h\ + P3A2)¿üA    (  f f doA
(5)

= {(P1+P2 + P3)/3}~1-4x = P;'-4x

from which the inequality 1.8 (1) for the average virtual mass and average

polarization follows.

3.8. Monotony of the dipole forms D and E. (a) Let us consider a solid

contained in the interior of another one. We denote the solids and at the same
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time their volumes by F and V (V is in V), the corresponding virtual

masses by IF and IF', the polarizations by P and P', the velocity potentials

by é and <p', and the electric potentials by xp and xp'. We have by 3.1 (b)

(1) IF = min   fff q\2dr

where

(2) div <? = 0,        — qv = hv.

According to the remark made at the end of that section we may allow the

discontinuity of q along a surface provided the one-sided limits of q and qv

exist and qv is continuous.

We choose now q = h in V'—V and q = grad </>' outside of the larger solid

V. Then the conditions mentioned are satisfied and we obtain

(3) W^fff      \h\2dr+ f f f ¡grade'\2dr = V-V+W

so that W+ F^ W'+ V. This establishes the assertion.

(b) In the minimum assertion of 3.2 we choose :/= (h- r)+const. in V'—V

and f=\p' outside of the larger solid. This is a continuous function (with a

possible discontinuity of df/dv along the boundary surface of V). We have

(4)    P ̂  fff       | grad (h ■ r) 12dr + fff | grad xp'Ht = V - V + P',

so that P+ F^P'-f V follows.
Inequalities 1.9 (1) follow from this result immediately.

Chapter IV. Variational results

All potential theoretic quantities considered in this paper are functional

of the boundary surface b of the domain B. It is of interest to study their

dependence on this surface and, in particular, to establish formulas for their

variation under infinitesimal deformations of b. Quantities which appear by

these formulas as monotonically increasing with expanding surface b will be

of particular interest since they can easily be estimated by use of smaller and

larger domains of comparison with respect to B. Examples of such quantities

are the dipole forms D and E as proved in 3.8. It is often possible to estimate

terms which are not monotonie in the above sense by combining them with

other elements into a monotonie aggregate which may easily be estimated.

Finally, variational formulas have a great heuristic value to arrive at possible

identities and inequalities between different functionals in potential theory.

Conjectured inequalities must remain true if the domain B is arbitrarily

varied and this condition leads to a severe check on possible inequalities.
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Using certain identities for Dirichlet integrals derived in Chapter II we

obtain at first formulas holding for a finite deformation of b. Applying them

to infinitesimal variations they become simpler and easier applicable. The

method used in 4.1 and 4.2 is based on a similar argument as used in 3.8.

4.1. Variation of Green's function, (a) Let b be, as before, the smooth

boundary of the domain B; let b' be a surface of the same character which

encloses b and let B' be the infinite domain bounded by b'. The surfaces b and

b' enclose a shell domain S such that B = ~Z+B'. We denote Green's func-

tion for B again by G(p, q), and if p and q lie both in B' we denote by G'(p, q)

Green's function for B'. In general, we shall denote corresponding terms

with respect to B and B' by the same letter and distinguish those of B' by a

dash. Thus D(\, ß) denotes the Dirichlet integral taken over the domain B

while D'Qx, ß) is the integral with the same integrand but extended over B'

only.

We define in B the continuous function:

(1) g*(P, q) = —f-r in S,    g*(p, q) = g'(p, q) in B',        q fixed in B'.
4irr(p, q)

Let q and s be points in B' and consider the identity

D{g*(P, i), g*(P, *)} = D{g(P, q), g(P, s)}

(2) + D{g(p, q), g*(p, s) - g(p, s)}

+ D{g*(p,q)-g(p,q),g(p,s)}

+ D{g*(p, q) - g(p, q), g*(p, s) - g(p, s)}.

Since g* is continuous on b' and g is continuously differentiable there, we have

by Green's identity

D{g(p, q), g*(p, s) - g(p,s)}

(3)

= -llb^rrh)-g(P'S))Vvg(P'q)dff = 0-

Similarly

(4) D{g*(p, q) - g(p, q), g(p, s)} = 0.

We have, further, in view of definition (1):

D{g*(P, q), g*(p, s)}

(5) i   r r r i i
= 717 Srad7—7"£rad ~7^^dT + &{*<** ?)■ S'(P, *)}•

16x2 J J J s r(p, q) r(p, s)

Using the integral I(q, s) of 2.3 (4) and denoting by I'(q, s) the integral

with the same integrand extended over the complement B' of B', we may
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write

(6) 777 ff f Srad 7777^rad 7-7 dr = 7'(?' s> ~ J<«' »>•
16ir2J J J 2 r(p, q) r(p, s)

Now we apply the identity 2.3 (5) and the corresponding identity with re-

spect to B'. In view of (3), (4), (5), and (6), we may bring (2) into the form

(7) g'(q, s) = g(q, s) + D{g*(p, o) - g(p, q), g*(p, s) - g(p, s)}.

We note further that for pE.'E the identity g*(p, q) —g(p, q) =G(p, q) holds.

Hence (7) may be put into the final form

G'(q, s) = G(q, s) - fff grad G(p, q) ■ grad G(p, s)dTp

- D'{G'(p, q) - G(p, q), G'(p, s) - G(p, s)}.

(b) Let now qit i = 1, 2, • ■ ■ , m, be an arbitrary set of points in B' and

/,-, i = 1, 2, ■ ■ ■ , m, a set of real constants. Compare the two quadratic forms

m m

(9) Q = E áf« ?t)w* and Q' = 22 g'(qi, qk)htk.
i,k-X i,k=X

We have by virtue of (8) :

Q' = Q+ \\\     gradE'£(*.?<)   dr
J J J S ,-l

(10)

+ D'{Jtti(G'(p, qi)-G(p, ?i))|.

Since Dr{h) ^0, we have the estimate

\ grad 22 t,C(p,qi)
s I t-l

dr.

Thus, we may formulate the theorem: The quadratic form Eiyt-i f(2<> Ç.k)titk

increases monotonically for fixed tt and q, if the surface b expands.

It may easily be seen that (11) contains the inequality 2.3 (7) as a special

case. In fact, if we keep the surface b' fixed and let the interior surface b

contract into a point, we see that Q tends to zero, G(p, q) to (4irr(p, q))~l,

and the domain 2 to B'. Thus, we find in the limit

<12) e'Èi/JXhdS
u

r(p, qù
dr

which is equivalent to 2.3 (7).

(c) Let us return now to (8) and assume that b and b' are in an e-neigh-
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borhood ; that is, we suppose that the distance of each point on the one sur-

face from the other is less than e. Then, it is well known that

(13) G'(p, q) - G(p, q) = 0(e) for p, q G B',

and this same estimate is valid for all derivatives of this difference. Hence,

the term D' which occurs in (8) is of order e2, while it is easily seen from

geometric considerations that the first integral on the right-hand side of (8)

is of order e. This fact makes the formula (8) particularly interesting, since

it has just the form necessary to express G'(q, s) in terms of G(q, s) in the form

of a series in powers of e. In fact, we may use (8) as basic formula in a succes-

sive approximation of G'(q, s) by means of G(q, s).

We may also derive from (8) a well known functional derivative equation

for Green's function. We define on b a continuously differentiable positive

function d(p) ; let p' on b' be obtained from pE.b by proceeding from p along

the interior normal with respect to B by an amount 8v = ed(p). This defines

the surface b'. If we want to apply formula (8) in this case, we may replace

the first volume integral in the usual way by a surface integral over b which

contains 8v; since the gradient of Green's function on b has the direction of

the interior normal, we may finally put (8) into the form:

(14) 8G(q, s)= - 8g(q, s) = -  f f -G(p, q) -G(p, s)8vda + 0(«2).
J J b dv dv

This formula for the variation of Green's function was given first by Hada-

mard [5] who made several applications of it. It may easily be extended to

the case when b' does not necessarily enclose b but lies in an arbitrary

e-neighborhood of b.

The formula (8) is a finite extension of Hadamard's formula (14). Its

importance lies in the fact that it permits the determination of higher than

the first variation of Green's function. It is exceedingly difficult to obtain

these variations directly from Hadamard's method. Our approach has also

the advantage that it may be applied in exactly the same fashion to numerous

other functionals.

4.2. Variation of Neumann's function, (a) In order to obtain a variational

formula for Neumann's function, we define

(1)     n*(p, q) = - (4irr(p, q))'1 in 2,  n*(p, q) = n'(p, q) in B',     q fixed in B'.

This function is discontinuous along b' but has continuous normal derivatives

there. For this reason, we have

D{n(p, q), n*(p, s) - n(p, s)}

=   ffn(p,q) —(-—.-- + n(p,s))da = 0
J J h dv \4irr(p, s) /

and hence
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D{n*(p, q), n*(p, s)}  = D{n(p, q), n(p, s)}

+ D{n*(p, g) - n(p, g), n*(p, s) - n(p, s)}.

As before, we transform this identity into the final form:

N'(q, s) = N(q, s) + f f f g^ad N(p, q) • grad N(p, s)dr

+ D'{N'(p, q) - N(p, q), N'(p, s) - N(p, s)}.

For the quadratic form

m

(5) a = E n(q<> qk)titk
t,*-i

we obtain the identity

A' = A+      |       \grad 22 UN (p,qi)\dr

(6) JJJy    M        '

+ Z)'|E^(iV'(A qi)-N(p, ?,))}

whence the inequality

(7) 4' ̂  4 + fff I grad £ *,#(*, q{)
This yields the following theorem: The quadratic form E™t-i w(s<> S>)W* in-

creases monotonically for fixed g¿ and i< if the surface b expands.

We assume now that a correspondence p*-*p' between points on b and b'

has been established such that the distance pp' is less than e and that, at the

same time, the angle between the corresponding normals is less than e. In

this case, we have again an asymptotic formula

(8) N'(p, q) - N(p, q) = 0(e) for p, q G B'

and the same is true for the partial derivatives of this difference. Thus, we-

are led to the following variational formula, which is an immediate conse-

quence of (4) :

(9) SN(q, s) = 8n(q, s) =   f f grad N(p, q) -grad N(p, s)8vda + 0(e2).

This formula, too, is due to Hadamard. (Cf. [5, p. 312].) We point out again

that (4) may be used in order to determine the variation 8n(q, s) of the Neu-

mann function in a higher degree of precision with respect to e.

(b) We apply next the same reasoning to the identity

2

dr.
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D{n*(p,q), g*(p,s)}  = D{n(p, q), g(p, s)}

+ D{n*(p, q) - n(p, q), g*(p, s) - g(p, s)}.

We obtain after the usual transformations

0 = - fff grad N(p, q) ■ grad G(p, s)dr

+ D'{N'(p, q) - N(p, q), G'(p, s) - G(p, s)}.

Applying Schwarz's inequality to (11) and using the identities 4.1 (10) and

(6), we find easily the inequality:

(12)

(¡JJ   8radE tiN(p, q¡)■ gradE t,€(p, qi)dr\

*(0! -Q- fff | grad£ UG(p, qt) | dr)

(A'-A- fff I grad£ UN(p, qt) I dr\

Here we have an estimate for the simultaneous approximation of Q' and A '

in the inequalities 4.1 (11) and (7). The left-hand side of the inequality contains

only terms related to the original surface b and is, therefore, to be considered

as known. It should be remarked that on b the gradients of N and G are

orthogonal to each other so that the left-hand term in (12) is of order e4 at

least if b and b' are in an «-neighborhood.

It may easily be seen that the inequality 2.3 (17) may be derived from a

variational formula of type (12) if the exterior surface b' is kept fixed while b

is contracted into a point.

Finally, we obtain, in view of 4.1 (8) and (4), (11), the following formula

for the change of the kernel function:

k'(q, s) = k(q, s) +  I   I   I   grad k(P, ?)-grad k(p, s)dr

+ D'{k'(p, q) - k(P, q), V(P, s) - HP, s)}.

We see that the three fundamental functions k(q, s), n(q, s), and g(q, s) have

exactly the same law of variation. We may conclude again that the quadratic

form connected with k(q, s) increases monotonically with b, but since

Hq, s) =n(q, s)+g(q, s) this is an obvious consequence of the corresponding

theorems for w and g. Also we may obtain for k(q, s) a variational formula of

the Hadamard type just in the same way as for Green's and Neumann's

functions.

4.3. Conductor potential and capacity. In order to apply our method to
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the conductor potential u(p) we start with the identity

(1) D{g(p,q),u(p)} = u(q)

which follows immediately from 2.4 (1) and 2.4 (13). We define the function

(2) u*(p) = 1 in 2,        u*(p) = u'(p) in B>

which is continuous on b'. Since we have

(3) D{g(p, q), u*(p) - u(p)} = 0,     D{g*(p, g) - g(p, q), u(p)} = 0

we may write

(4) D{g*(p, q), u*(p)} = D{g(p, q), u(p)}

+ D{g*(p, q) - g(p, q), u*(p) - u(p)}.

Using now the identity (1), we obtain for q£.B'

u'(q) = u(q) - fff grad G(p, q) -grad u(p)dr

+ D'{G'(p, q) - G(p, q), u'(p) - u(p)}.

By the definition of the capacity C and 2.4 (13)

u(p)
(6) lim {ru(q)} = C, lim {rg(p, q)} = ——

q~¥ so $—* co rr7T

where r is the distance of q from the origin ; hence

(7) C' = C + — fff (grad u)2dr + — D'(u' - u)
4irJJJs 4ir

follows. This leads to the inequality

(8) C'^C + - fff | grad u \ 2dr.

We obtain also the well known variational formula for the capacity (Poincaré

[13, p. 20])

(9) 8c-¿//,0'""+0(,')-

By means of the identity

(.0) DHf,9),u{p)i,lfJ±(-l-^,o

we derive from
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D{n*(p, q), u*(p)} = D{n(p, g), u(p)}

+ D{n*(p, q) - n(p, q), u*(p) - u(p)}

the identity

(12) ° = //j  grad NiP' ^ 'grad U(P)dT

+ D'{N'(p, q) - N(p, q), u'(p) - u(p)}.

Hence, using 4.2 (4) and (7) we obtain by means of Schwarz's inequality

( IIIgrad N(-P' ^ 'grad U^dT)

^ (n'(q, q) - n(q, q) - fff^ | grad N(p, q) |2dr)

■Uir(C - C) -  ( f f \ grad u |2drY

This is again a formula where the increments of two functionals are inter-

related. It is obvious that numerous inequalities of this type may be obtained

in the same way.

Another source of inequalities and estimates consists in combining various

quantities in such a way that the variation of the composite quantity is posi-

tive; this shows that the combination is monotonie. Consider, for example,

(14) F = g(q, q) + 2au(q) + 4xCa2.

In view of 4.1 (8), (5), and (7), we have

F' = F + fff I grad (G(p, q) - au(p)) |2dr

+ D'(G'(p, q) - G(p, q) + «(«' - »)).

This leads to the inequality

(16) F'^F + fff | grad (G(p, q) - au(p)) \2dr

and shows that F increases monotonously with expanding b. Many other com-

binations of this kind are possible.

4.4. Variational formulas for the xpt and 0,-. We deal finally with varia-

tional formulas for the functions xpt and (/>,. These might be derived immedi-

ately from the corresponding formulas for Green's and Neumann's functions

in view of the fact that the xpt and </>,- are certain coefficients in the expansion
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of these functions near infinity. It is, however, easy to derive these formulas

directly in the same way which was followed in the previous sections.

We define in B the two triplets of functions

(1) tP? = Xt - a!  in 2,        xPt = H in B', i =1,2, 3,

(2) <¡>? = - Xi       in 2,        é? = él in B', i = 1, 2, 3.

The first three functions are continuous on b' but have discontinuous deriva-

tives. The second triplet of functions is discontinuous on b' but possesses con-

tinuous normal derivatives through b'.

Using the continuity of the xpf, we have the identity

(3) D{g*(P, ?). U(p)} = D{g(P, ?). UP)} + D{g(p, q), & - in)

+ D{f(p, q) - g(p, q), xPt(P) - UP)}-

Now obviously

D{g(p,q),ti*(p)-Mp)}
(4) , r r d

= (a/ - a.) j j — g(P, ï)d<r = - (al - at)u(q).

Thus, we obtain from (3) by using the identity 2.9 (1) and the corresponding

result with respect to b':

H (q) = Hid - W - «<)«(?) + fff grad G(p, q) grad ¥((#)ár

+ D'{g'(p, q) - g(p, q), H (p) - UP)}-

Since a,- has been identified in 2.7 (16) with a combination of coefficients of u,

we have a complete variation formula for xpi (q).

Combining now xpi with Neumann's function and using the identity

D{n*(p, q), U(P) } = D{n(p, q), Uf>) }
(6) , ,

+ D{n*(p, q) - n(p, q), U(p) ~ Up)}

we obtain by means of 2.9 (3):

0 = - fff grad N(p, q) ■ grad *i(p)dr

+ D'{n'(p, q) - n(p, q), M (p) - Up)}-

Next, we start from the identity

D{n*(p, q), éi*(p)} = D{n(p, q), éi(p)}

+ D{n*(p, q) - n(p, q), ét(P) ~ éi(p)}-

Using 2.9 (5), we obtain
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àl (q) = éi(q) + fff grad N(p, q) ■ grad ̂(p)dr

+ D'{n'(p, q) - n(p, q), él (P) - éi(p)}-

From the identity

D{g*(p, q), éi*(p)}  = D[g(p, q), éi(p)}

+ D{g*(p, ç) -g(p,q), éi*(P) -    AP)}

we obtain by virtue of the identity 2.9 (4):

0 = - fff grad G(p, q) -grad $,-(/>)dr

+ D'{g'(P, q) - g(P, q), él(P) - éi(P)}.

Finally, we may combine xpi and </>*. We start with the identities

(12) D(U, ***) = D(U ^Pk) + D{U - U it* - M

and obtain in view of 1.5 (16)

(13) 4x<4 = 4ireik + f ff grad *<• grad ̂ydr + D'{H - U H -xPk}.

Similarly, starting with

(14) D(ét, ék*) = D(éi, ék) + D{é? - éi, é* - éA

we arrive at

(15) 4ird\k = 4xda +111 grad 3><-grad $kdr + D'{él — éi, éi — ék}-

Finally, using the identity

(16) D(U, ék*) = D(ii, ék) + D{U - it, ék* - ék}

we obtain in view of 1.5 (18)

(17) 0 = -  f f f grad 4Vgrad <Mt + &{il - U éi ~ ék}-

From the formulas (13), (15), and (17) we draw the following conclusions:

The dipole form E«.*=i.2.s Zikhihk of the polarization is for fixed ht a mono-

tonically increasing function of b and satisfies the inequality

(18) E    e'ikhihkt     E    eikhihk + —\  I  I     grad¿ H^i  dr.
i,i—1,2,8 t",fc=l,2,3 4xJ  J  J S | ,-=1

For the first part of this assertion cf. 3.8. Assuming an infinitesimal variation
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of b, we have the formula of Hadamard type:

1   c r d*i d^k
(19) ôeik = —-Svda + 0(e2).

4irJJbdv     dv

Similarly we conclude in the virtual mass problem:  The dipole form

Et,fc-i,2,3 dikhihk of the virtual mass is for fixed hi a monotonically increasing

function of b and satisfies the inequality

(20) E    d'ikhihk^     E    dikhihk-\-|  | gradE &*«   dr-
i,k—1,2,3 i,*—1,2,3 4irJ  J  J 2 I i—X

(Cf. 3.8.) We have the variational formula:

(21) Sdik = — f f grad $<-grad $*óW<r + 0(e2).

Combining finally (13), (15), and (17) by means of Schwarz's inequality,

we find

(fff gradE Mvgrad E */ *<dr)

(22) á f   E    («a - **)*<*» - 7" f f f I gradE ***i  ¿r)
\t,i-l,2,3 4x J   J  J S  I t-1 I /

■(    E    (d'ik - dik)h'ih'k -—- \  I  |     gradE A<*¿ U1")-
\t,ii-i,2,3 4irJ J J ?\ t-i I      /

We mention at last the formula

(23) D(u*, it*) = D(u, ii) + D(u, if - it) +D{u*-u,U-h}-

Since D(u, xp/) =0 and

(24) D{u, if -xPi}  = (ai -ai)  f f — da = - 4irC(al - a¡)
J J b dv

we derive from (23) :

0 = - 4xC(a/ — al) —  j j j grad m-grad Vidr

+ D'{u' - u,xPl -ii}.

By means of this formula the difference a^ — a, can be eliminated from (5).

Formula (25) might also have been obtained directly from (5) by comparing

there on both sides the terms of order r"1 at infinity.

4.5. Polarization of nearly spherical solids. We consider now nearly spher-

ical domains. The variational formulas announced in 1.11 involve terms up
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to the second order. The first order terms in 1.11 (3) and (4)  follow easily

from 4.4 (19) and (21).

Dealing with the formula 1.11 (4) for the average polarization of a nearly

spherical solid we follow an analogous procedure as in the case of the average

virtual mass. (Cf. Szegö [19].) We followalso the notation of that paper [19]

to which we shall refer repeatedly. It is advisable to compute first the

polarization P in an arbitrary direction h.

(a) We introduce the vector function x\ defined by the condition

(1) \]¡ = T + const.

on the boundary surface of the given solid, and having the usual dipole be-

havior at infinity. We write

(2) * = t-r-2+ u+ v

where r = rt; assuming that r = 1 +f= 1 + ef where / is fixed, the harmonic

functions u and v will be of the first and second order, respectively, as e—»0.

Inserting (2) into (1) we obtain

r(l - 2/+3/2) + u+f— + v= (l+f)t + const.
dr

so that

(3) u = 3/r + const.,

(4) v = - 3f2t - fdu/dr + const.

The derivatives with respect to r are taken for r = 1.

(b) In order to compute P we need [19, §2, (8) ]

¿Kh-tfc)    a(h-i)     i f .t,      .      i    ... d(h-t\)
—-= —-V(f, h-x\) + — V(f,h-x\) - — V(f) —-

dv dr r r 2 dr

0 A A 1

(5) = -—ht + —(h-u)+ — (h-v)- — V(f,h-t)
H dr dr r3

-V(f, h-u)+ fV(f, h-t) + V(f)h-t
r

so that

(-(hti)J    = -2/1-r(l-3/+6/2)+^-(/I-a)+/^-(h-u)
\dv /r=i dr dr¿

(6) a
+ — (h-v) - V(f,h-t) + 4fV(f,ht)

dr

- V(f,h-u)+ V(f)h-t.
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Here and later the derivatives with respect to r are taken at r = l.

(c) Now [19, §4 (2)]

(7, H^.„;(x + 3i+3f+lmji.

so that

a
-(h-r)-(h-x\)da

dv

= J2(h-r)2- (A-r)-^-(A-u) + (A-r)V(/, A-r)jd<o

(8)
Id2 d

+ (A-1) I - f —■ (A- u) - 3/ — (A- u)
v or or

-(A-v) -/V(/, A-r) + V(/, A-u)ldc».
dr )

Hence we obtain for the polarization

8x
(9) p = _ + P' + P"

where P' and P" denote terms of the first and second order, respectively.

In view of the orthogonality of the surface harmonics we can replace

- (A-r) — (A-u)    and    -(A-r)—(A-v)
dr dr

by 2(A-r)(A-u) and 2(A-r)(A-v), respectively. Consequently [19, §4, (2)]

P' = ff J2(A-r)(A-U) + j V(/, (A-r)2)jd<o

(10) - ff |ó/(A • r)2 - - /A(A • r)2 j dm = ff {9/(A • r)2 - /} dco

= 2 f f fdw + 6 f f/P2(A- t)dw = 8irX0 H- X2,

where X2 has to be taken at the end point of h.

(d) For r = l we have [19, §2 (9)]

d2 d d
(11)-(A-u) = 2 —(A-u)-r-A(A-u) = 2—(A-u) + 3A(/A-r)

dr2 dr dr

so that
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P" = ff j - /(A • r) -^ (A • u) + 3f(h ■ r)A(/A -1)

(12) +2(h-t)(-3f(ht)-fd-(h-u)^-f(h-t)V(f,h-t)

+ 3(A-r)V(/,/A-r)jdu.

Now

-3V(/A-r)-/(A-r)V(/, A-t) + 3(A-t)V(/,/A-r)

= - 3/2V(A-r) - 3(A-r)2V(/) - 6/(A-r)V(/, A-r) -/(A-r)V(/, Ar)

(13) + 3f(h-t)V(f, ht) + 3(h-t)2V(f)

= - 3/2(l - (A-r)2) - 4f(h-t)V(f, ht)

= -3f2(l-(h-t)2)- V(/2, (A-r)2).

Hence

P" =   f f |- (A- u) — (A- u) - 6/2(A- r)2 - 3/2(l - (A-r)2)

(14) +f(2-6(h-t)2)\dw

= ff (~ (h-u) — (h-u) -9/2(A-i)2-/2|dco.

Recapitulating, we find for the polarization

8x 24x r r ( d )
(15)P = y + 8xX„ + — X2- J J   Uh-u)—(h-u) + 9f(h-t)2+f2Uw

and, in particular, for the average polarization

(16)
8x f e il    eu      )

p-=i+^x'-¡fh"Tr+ifr-
4.6. Representation in terms of the variation, (a) Introducing the Laplace

series 1.11 (2) for the variation / of the unit sphere, we express now the

average polarization Pm in terms of the surface harmonics Xn occurring in

this series. Let / and g be two scalar functions defined on the unit sphere.

As in [19, §5], we introduce the symbol [/, g] defined as follows. We de-

termine the harmonic vector functions u and ui by

(1) u = 3ft + const,        Ui = 3gr + const. for r = 1,
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assuming that u and ui have the leading term const.-r-2 at infinity. Then

(2) [/, g] = - ffu -^ dw - - f f utj dco.

Our aim is to prove that if/ has the Laplace series 1.11 (2),

r      , "   2n2+ 3n+ 2
(3)

.     , "   2raz + an + 2 c r    2
[/,/] = 9E'—7-77— I  I  Xndw;

n-o        2n + 1       J J

here 2w2+3w + 2 has to be replaced by 6 for n = l.

(b) Let us consider the special case

(4) f(6, é) = P»(cos 8).

Then [19, §5, (2)]

3/r = 3 sin 0Pn(cos 0)(ix cos é + h sin é) + 3 cos 0P„(cosI0)i3

3
(5) =- {(P„+i(cos 6) — Pn_i(cos 0)) sin 6(i, cos 0 + i2 sin <¿>)

2« + 1

+ ((» + l)P„+1(cos 0) + mP„_i(cos 6))i3},

so that

3      (/sin 0P„'+i(cos 0)       sin 0P„'_i(cos 0) \
u =-< (-) (i'i cos é + ii sin é)

2n + 1 l\ rn+2 r« /
(6)

+
/(»+ l)P„+i(cos0)       mP„_1(cos0)\   ï

1-7*-+-?-) u)
For m = 0 and n = 1 the terms with r~n have to be replaced by 0. Hence in view

of the orthogonality of the six terms in (6):

[Pn, Pn] =  -     ,   —   f f {(n+ 2)(sin 0P:+i(cos 0))2
(2n + 1)' J J

+ n(sin 0P7i(cos 0))2 + (n + 2)(n + l)2(Pn+x(cos 0))2

+ «8(P„_i(cos0))2}do)

(7) -   ,„    ,   ...l(«+2)-——-+ n
18x       (r    ,       2(» + 1)(» + 2)   ,      2(» - 1>

2

{(2w+ l)2  I 2rc+ 3 2« - 1

+ (n+ 2)(n + l)2-h m
2n + 3 2« il

36x(2»2 + 3« + 2)      9(2w2 + 3« + 2)

(2« + l)2 2w +
-^—-  f J(Pn(C0S 0))»d«
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with an obvious modification for n = l.

The further steps leading to (3) are exactly the same as in the case of the

virtual mass.

Chapter V. Examples

Most of our examples deal with the problem of polarization. We add very

little to the problem of the virtual mass. The method used is the same in both

cases; it is based on proper curvilinear coordinates and characteristic func-

tions. But the resulting conditions are much simpler in the case of polariza-

tion. For the solids to be considered below, this problem can be settled for

every choice of the unit vector h whereas the problem of the virtual mass has

been studied only in certain directions. An exception is the ellipsoid in which

case complete results can be obtained.

Our notation follows that used in Szegö [18, pp. 343-349] with the only

exception of the lens. The modified notation used in this case has been

explained in 1.13 (e).

Throughout this chapter the symbol ?.'. n = 0, 1, 2, • • • , has the mean-

ing that the term n = 0 of the summation has to be multiplied by 1/2.

5.1. Virtual mass and polarization of the ellipsoid. In case of the ellipsoid

we treat these two problems together proving the inequalities 1.12 (5) and

1.13 (3). The meaning of these inequalities is the following: Among all ellips-

oids of given volume the sphere has the smallest average in virtual mass and

polarization. (Cf. Pólya [14].) For the quantities 1.12 (3) we have, using the

symbol H = H(s) of 1.12 (1):

/•"/I 1 1    \ds
Px + Pi + P*=2\    (-__+_— +——-)-

J o   \oi + s      a2 + s      a3 + s/ H

' H'ds _
~H2   ™

so that in viewjof the convexity of the function x/(4— x) we conclude:

*        Pi 4/3       3
(2) E --â3-— = —

tí   4 - Pi 4-4/3     2

which proves 1.12 (5). In order to prove inequality 1.13 (3) we use Cauchy's

inequality:

= 4/J o

(3)
3     1 /   3      \_1       9

ZÍ- = 9(22p)   =-
<-i  pi \ ¿-i     / 4

so that
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The inequality IFF 2: V2 takes in this case the form

(5) tJi-ütLihtet
i_i 4 — pi     ¿„i      pi

which follows from Cauchy's inequality.

5.2. Virtual mass of the anchor ring. Following Hicks [8] we write for

the velocity potential in the direction of the axis (z-direction)

00

(1) éz = (2 ch t; - 2 cos 0)1/2E AnPn-i/i(ch 77) sin nd
71=1

where the constants An are determined from the boundary condition

âéz        dz
(2) -=-■ for 77 = r?o

<5t7 dr¡

or

00 00

E ^4nPn-i/2(ch tjo) sin nd + (2 ch tjo — 2 cos 0) E AnPn-xi2(ch tj0) sin nd
(3) n-l n=X

= 4o sin 0(2 ch tjo - 2 cos 0)-3'2.

Here, 77, 6 are toroidal coordinates. We use the identity

2   °°
(4) — 22'Qn-x/i(ch 77) cos nd = (2 ch 77 - 2 cos 0)~1/2

X   „=0

and another one arising from (4) by differentiation with respect to 6. More-

over, we use the following identities (7):

P»-1/2(Z)   +   2zP'n-XI2(z)   =   P'n+1/2(Z)   +  P;_3/2(Z),

, . 2w<2„_i/2(z) = Qn+mOs) - Qn~zn(z),

11 11 n + 1/2
Pn-l/2(z)6n+l/2(z)   ~   Pn+l/i(z)Qn-l/2(z)   =  —-— I Z   =   Ch f[.

Z2  —   1

Thus we conclude from (3)

- (.4B_i - ^ln)P73/2(ch 770) + (An - An+i)Pn+x/i(ch 770)

(6) 4o     ,
= — (6n+i/2(ch 770) — Qn_3/2(ch 770)), n = 1, 2, 3, • • • ; A0 = 0.

X

Multiplying (6) by P'n-xn (ch 770) and adding these equations, we find

(7) Cf. Whittaker-Watson, A course of modern analysis, American edition, 1943, pp. 308,

318; Hicks [8, p. 626, (7)]. The notation of Hicks is different from ours: our functions

Pn-xn(<Ax v), Qn-i/2(ch Tj) are denoted in Hicks [8] by x_1P„(7j), Qn(y).
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(An — 4n+1)Pr¡+i/2Pn_i/2 + c(r¡o)

4o  "
=  - E  (Qh-1/2  —  Qr-3/i)Py-l/2

(7) x ,-i

4«   " /   ,        , » + 1/2 ,        ,     \
=  - ¿JL P>+l/lQ'-l/í ~\-~-Py-l/iQy-3/i 1

ir  „-A sh2 770 /

4o    , , 2a  (n+ l)2
=  - Pn+1/iQn-l/i H-—-h  Cl(»7o)

x ir      sh2 Tjo

where the terms c(r¡0), Ci(îjo) are independent of w. Introducing the symbol

xn of 1.12 (7) we have with an appropriate constant 7

4o 2o   (n + l)2 2ay xn+x — xn
An  — An+X  =  - Xn   H-— (*n+l  —   #n)   "I-¡-

x x    n + 1/2 x      « + 1/2
(8)

4o  ((» + l)2 + y)xn+i — (n2 + y)xn

it 2n+ 1

Hence

■>      n = 0, 1, 2,

4a   "    ((? + l)2 + 7)x,+i- (v2 + y)xy

(9) - 4„+1 = — 22
x „_o 2c + 1

The constant 7 is determined by the condition that limn<oc4„ = 0 so that

A   ((»+1)2 +7)^+1- (r» + 7)», _ 0

y=o 2c + 1

which can be written also in the simpler form

di) ¿>2 + 7K=o.
TTo    4»2 - 1

The dipole coefficient d, follows easily from (1). Since for 77—»0, 0—>0, r—>oo

(12) (2 chT? - 2 cos0)1/20~4o2 —
r3

we have

A                    A                       n(n+ 1)
dz = 4a22^Ann = 4a22_, (An - An+1)-

(13) "=1 "=° 2
803  -   »(» + 1)  .

= — E    1    , 7 {((» + l)2 + 7)*W« - («2 + ?)*»}■
x  „_o    ¿n+1

In view of (10) we may replace n(n + l) by w(«-f-l) + l/4 = (re-|-l/2)2 so that
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dz = — E (2n + 1){((n + l)2 + 7)*„+i - (n2 + y)xn}
X    »=0

from which 1.12 (6) follows.

Using

F = 2x2o3 ch 7?o(sh 770)-*

we may compute the virtual mass IF33 = Wz. The resulting expression is

simpler than that given by Hicks [8, p. 648 (44)].

5.3. Polarization of the anchor ring. This problem can be dealt with in a

similar fashion as the foregoing one for the virtual mass. We use again

toroidal coordinates.

(a) In the direction of the axis of the ring (z-direction) we write for the

electric potential

«

(1) i, = (2 ch 77 - 2 cos 0)1/2E 4nPn_1/2(ch 77) sin nd,
n=l

the boundary condition being as follows:

(2) iz = z + const. = 2o sin 0(2 ch 77 — 2 cos 0)_1 + const., 77 = 770.

Since each term of this equation is an odd function of 6 the constant must be 0

and in view of the identity 5.2 (4) (which has to be differentiated with respect

too)

,„. .        4o   e„_i/2(ch 770)
(3) A„ = — n-

x    P„_i/2(ch 770)

so that if we make use of 5.2 (12)

00

(4) ez = 4o2E nAn.
n-l

This establishes 1.13 (4) and (5).

(b) In the direction perpendicular to the axis (for instance in the ^-direc-

tion) we employ the "tesseral functions"

(5) (2 ch 77 — 2 cos 0)1/2 sh ?7Pn_i/2(ch 77) cos é cos nd

and write

(6) ix = (2 ch 77 — 2 cos 0)1/2E ^n sh 77P7i/2(ch 77) cos é cos nd.
n-0

The boundary condition is

(7) \px = x + const. = 2o sh 77 cos 6(2 ch 77 — 2 cos 0)-1 + const,    77 = 770.
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Since each term of this equation contains cos é the constant term must be 0.

Making use of the identity

2    °°
(8) — E'ö»-i/2(ch v) cos w0 = - (2 ch 7j - 2 cos 0)-3'2,

X   n-0

arising from 5.2 (4) by differentiation, we obtain for the coefficients of (6)

, 4o   ,
(9) AnPn-x/i(ch tjo) =-Q„_i/2(ch 770).

x

Since for 77—>0, 8—>0, r—> 00

(10) (2 ch 77 - 2 cos 0)1'2 sh 77 cos é ~ 4o2 —
r3

we find

(11) «, = 4a2E'4KP7i/2(l) = 2a222'An(n2 - 1/4)
n— 0 Jl—0

from which 1.13 (6) and (7) follow.
5.4. Polarization of the spindle, (a) In the direction of the axis of the

spindle (x-direction) we write, using the notation in [18, p. 345],

(1) xpx = (2 ch 77 - 2 cos 0)1'2 |    A(q)Lt(- cos 0) sin qijdq

with the boundary condition

(2) ix = x + const. = 2o(2 ch 77 — 2 cos 0)_1 sh 77 + const., 0 = 0o-

Since each term of this equation is an odd function of 77 the constant term

must be 0. Consequently,

(3) J    A(q)Li(- cos 0o) sin qrjdq = 2a(2 ch 77 - 2 cos 0O)~3/2 sh 77.

We use the identity arising from

1 C° LJcosd)
(4) — I      —- cos qridq = (2 ch 77 - 2 cos 0)"1'2

2 J _oo     ch qir

by differentiation with respect to 77. Thus

gi5 (cos 0O)
(5) A(q)Lq(— cos 0O) = fl-

eh qir

follows. This furnishes 1.13 (9). In view of Lq( —1) = 1 and
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X
(6) (2 ch 77 - 2 cos 0)1/277 ~ 4a2 — for 77 = 0, 0 = 0, r = 00

r3

we obtain 1.13 (10).

(b) In the direction perpendicular to the axis (for instance in the y-direc-

tion) we employ the "tesseral functions"

(7) (2 ch 77 — 2 cos 0)1/2 sin dLq' (- cos 0) cos qr¡ cos é

and write

(8) xby = (2 ch 77 — 2 cos 0)1/2 I     A(q) sin dLq (— cos 0) cos qr¡ cos <?Sdg.
J —oo

The boundary condition is in this case

(9)        iv = y + const. = 2o(2 ch 77 — 2 cos 0)-1 sin 0 cos é + const.,    0 = 0o-

Since each term contains cos é the constant term must be 0. Consequently,

I     A(q)Lq (— cos 0O) cos qr¡dq = 2a(2 ch 77 — 2 cos 0o)_3/2

(io)       J-
" Lç (cos 0O)

cos qr\dq;
ch ox

this last integral representation follows from (4) by differentiation. Hence

La (cos 0o)
(11) A(q)L'q (- cos 0„) = a —- •

ch ox

In view of Z,¿(-l) = l/2(g2 + l/4) and

y
(2 ch 77 - 2 cos 0)1/2 sin 0 cos é ~ 4o2 —, 77 -» 0, 6 -^ 0, r —> 00

r3

we obtain 1.13 (11) and (12).

5.5. Polarization of two spheres, (a) In the direction of the central line

(x-direction) we write

(1) xpx = (2 ch 77 - 2 cos 0)1/2E <AntP* + P„e-w')Pn(cos 0),   N = n + —,
n=0 2

with the boundary condition

00

E (An^ + Bntr^Pn^os 0) = 2o sh 77(2 ch 77 - 2 cos 0)-3'2
(2) n=o

+ p(2 ch 77 - 2 cos 0)-1/2,        for 77 = a and 77 = ß
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where p is a constant. Using the identities

OO

(2 ch a - 2 cos 0)-1'2 = E eN«Pn(cos 0),

sh a(2 cha- 2 cos 0)-3'2 = - E AV^P^COS 0)
n=0

and the corresponding identities with a replaced by — ß we obtain, by com-

paring the coefficients of P„(cos 0),

(4aN ch Na - 2p sh Na)erN»
An =->

gNS _  g-NS

(4)
(4aN ch Nß - 2p sh Nß)eNa

Bn  =->
gNS  _  g-NS

from which 1.13 (14) follows. The dipole coefficient ex is easily obtained. The

alternate expression 1.13 (16) for ex is the result of a familiar transformation,

(b) In the direction perpendicular to the central line (for instance in the

y-direction) we employ the "tesseral functions"

(5) (2 ch 7? - 2 cos 0)1/2 sin 0Pn' (cos 0) cos 0e±w"

and write

00

(6) iy = (2 ch 77 - 2 cos 0)1/2E (AneN* + Bne~N^ sin 0P„' (cos 0) cos é;
»,=i

the boundary conditions are in this case

00

E (Ane"* + Bne-N")P/ (cos 0) = 2o(2 ch 77 - 2 cos 0)-J/2
(7) „_i

for 77 = a and 77 = ß'

Differentiating the first identity (3) with respect to cos 6 and inserting the

resulting expansion in (7) we obtain, by comparing the coefficients of

P„'(cos0),

4ae~N» sh Na 4aeNct sh Nß
(8) An=-» Bn =-

' gNS  _   g-Nt gNS  _   g-NS

from which 1.13 (17) follows. The dipole coefficient ey is easily obtained.

5.6. Lens and in particular two spheres tangent to each other. The polar-

ization of a lens can be dealt with by using the conal functions fq(r]) defined in

1.13 (22). The results formulated in 1.13 (e) and 1.14 can be derived without

major difficulty. In order to save space we suppress the details of these com-

putations. The main tool is the identity:
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(1) (2 ch 7, + 2 ch V)-1'2 = — f "f9(v) cos 07,'do
2x J _oo

where 77 >0 and 77' is arbitrary complex, | IniTi'l <x.

The case of two spheres tangent to each other needs some explanation.

We consider both problems of the virtual mass and polarization.

(a) We deal first with the virtual mass. Denoting the radii of the spheres

by r and r' we apply 1.12 (9) in the limiting case-

(2) a->0,    j3->0,    o->0,    a/a^r,    a/ß^r'.

From that integral we obtain in the limit

/ irrr1 y sin p ç dt . irr'
(3) dz = (——;) —7 I —csc/{csc (t + 0) - csc (/ - p)\, p = ——- ■

\r + rj   4iri J   t3 r + r

The integration is extended along a vertical line Re {t} = — e where e is a posi-

tive number less than p and x—p.

In order to evaluate this integral we observe that the integrand has

simple poles at

(4) t = - nir - p,  t = - (n+ l)x,  t = - (n + l)x + p,   n = 0, 1, 2, • • • .

The residues can easily be computed and we obtain

1 2       Ï1 /   rr'  y   ™j 1

(5)      d* = 7(77777   „-o\(W + p/x)3       (n + 1 - p/x)3      (n + l)3 )

which agrees with 1.12 (11).

(b) The formulas for the polarization follow by the same limiting proc-

ess (2) from the formulas 1.13 (26) and (28). We write q=a_1-t and obtain in

the limit:

a' M   sh ut    \
t-dt)

0     sh vt     /
r-

0 shvt r™  ch ut — e-"'
dtfJ 0

/"•    chut — e
t2-;-;-dt,

o

sh vt

-vt

-d
sh vt

where

11 11
(8) u =-7, » = _ + _.

r       r r       r

Replacing the hyperbolic functions by exponentials and expanding, we may

express these integrals in terms of the derivatives of X(s).
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5.7. Two-dimensional (cylindrical) problems. Finally we deal with the

two-dimensional or cylindrical problem both from the point of view of virtual

mass and polarization(8).

Let C be a closed curve in the complex z-plane, z=x+iy = rew, and let h

be a given vector represented by the complex number eia. The virtual mass IF

in the direction of h is defined as follows. We form a function <p (the velocity

potential) harmonic outside of C, having the form

dx cos d + d2 sin 0      d{ cos 20 + d2 sin 20
(1) é =-+-:-+•••

r r2

at infinity and satisfying the boundary condition

dé
(2) -= h ■ v on C.

âv

Then

(3) IF =  f f |grad</S|2dxdy

integrating outside of C.

The polarization P in the direction h is defined as follows. We form the

function xp (electric potential) harmonic outside of C, of the form

ei cos 0 + e2 sin 0       e{ cos 20 + e2 sin 20
(4) i =-1-:-1-

r rl

at infinity and satisfying the boundary condition

(5) i = hi + const. on C.

Then

(6) P =  f f | grad xp\2dxdy

integrating outside of C.

Both problems can be solved completely by mapping the exterior of the

curve C of the z-plane conformally onto the exterior of the unit circle

|{|>1, of the ¿-plane, with the provision that z= <» and £= » corres-

pond to each other. We normalize this mapping in the form:

(7)
/ Cx        d \

-r(l+» + 7 + 7+...>

The positive number r is the "transfinite diameter" of the curve C. Now we

have, if z and f denote corresponding values,

(8) For the virtual mass of a cylindrical solid, cf. G. Pólya [141.
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é = Re |e-iarü -j-[-coj- e~iaz> ,

i - r'M - ^— + coj + e-^zi .xh = Re

Indeed,

(10) ht= x cos a + y sin a = Re {e~iaz ),        h ■ v = — (h ■ r)
dv

and (£=pciS)

d

d
(H)

) (       /       e2ia\) d£   d (       /       e2ia\)

;R°ril+T)}=7*yfR<rV+T)},-<

The verification of the boundary condition for xp is even simpler.

As to the virtual mass and polarization,

IF

(12)

/' °° c T| /        e2ia\

, /..r'-v-F)-
,/J-r*v(1+-ir)

dz

¿a

+ e~ia

pdpdd,

t
pdpdS

df

and an easy calculation shows (cf. Pólya [14, p. 220]) that

(13) W = - A + 2xr2{ 1 - Re (cie-2i°)},

(14) P = - A + 2irr2{ 1 + Re (Cle-2ia)},

where

(15) A = xr2(l - | ex |2 - 2 I c212 - 3 | c312 - • • • )

is the area of the curve C, that is, of the cross section of the cylinder. The

minimum property of the circular cylinder with respect to the virtual mass

pointed out by Pólya (loe. cit., p. 221) holds good without change with

respect to the polarization.

The analogue of the formulas 1.2 (2) holds again replacing 4x by 2x. In-

deed, the leading term of (1) is, in view of (8),

Re
Cx) e2ia — ex)        di cos 0 + d2 sin 0

or    Re <e-iaT2-
(          e2ia — Cx)                     (           e2ia — cx)

<e-iaT->     or    Re <r""T!->

i.      I \ z      ;

so that the strength-component in the h-direction will be:
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(16) D = di cos a + d2 sin a = Re {e-2iar2(e2ia -Ci)} = r2íl - Re (cie~2ia)].

Henee (13) can be written as follows:

(17) W = 2irD - A.

A similar representation is possible for the polarization.
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